An exciting hobby.... for everyone

everYdayAu3gpm

le lectrcnics
Beginners
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER

2 WATT AMPLIFIER

Completely Solderless Electronic

Construction Kit. Build these projects without
soldering iron or solder
* Batteryless Crystal
* 4 Transistor Earpiece * 7 Transistor LoudRadio
speaker Radio
Radio
* One Transistor Radio
MW/LW
* Signal Tracer
*
2
Transistor Regenera* Signal Injector
* 5 Transistor Short
tive Radio
* Transistor Tester
Wave
Radio
* 3 Transistor RegeneraNPN-PNP
tive Radio
* 4 Transistor Push Pull * Electronic Metronome
* Audible Continuity
Amplifier
Tester
* 5 Transistor Push Pull * Electronic Noise

NEW EDU-KIT MAJOR

Generator
Amplifier
*
Components include: 24 Resistors

P & P +Ins. 85p.

VHF AIR
CONVERTER KIT

fi

TRANSONA FIVE
NOW WITH 3"
LOUDSPEAKER
tranWavebands,
sistors and speaker
as Pocket Five. Larger
Case with Red Speaker
Grille
and Tuning

Everyday

Series

placing it by the side of a

Build this
exciting new
series of designs.

radio tuned to Medium Wave
or the Long Wave Band and
operating as shown in the
instructions supplied free with

Dial. Plans and Parts
Price List free with
parts.

.V. 5. 5 Transistors and 2 diodes.
MW/LW. Powered by 4i volt Battery. Ferrite

all parts. Uses a retractable
plated

* Ferrite Rod * 64 yards of wire
* Ready Wound MW/LW/SW Coils
* 1 Yard of sleeving, etc. Complete kit of parts including construction plans.

NEW

Build this Converter Kit and
receive the Aircraft Band by

chrome

* 3iin Loudspeaker * Earpiece * Mica Baseboard * 3 12 -way connectors
* 2 Volume controls * 2 Slider Switches * 1 Tuning Condenser * 3 Knobs

29110

Total Building Costs

telescopic

etc.

rod aerial, tuning condenser, volume control, and now
with 3" loudspeaker. Attractive case with red speaker
grille. Size 9" x Si" x 21" approx. All parts including
Case and Plans.

All Parts including Case and

Total Building costs 24.30 P & P + Ins. 50p

aerial, Gain Control, V.H.F.
Tuning Capacitor, Transistor,

£395 PPl&an;and Ins. 45p.

Total Building costs

2495 P & P + Ins. 55p

looks as above, 7 Transistors and
3 diodes. Six wavebands, MW/LW, Trawler Band
SW1, SW2, SW3, powered by 9 volt battery. Push
Pull output. Telescopic aerial for short waves. 3"

E.V.

Band, 7 stages, 5 transistors and
2 diodes, supersensitive ferrite rod

Total Build ing Costs

£3.60
All Parts including Case and Plans. P&P +Ins. 60p.
aerial, attractive black and gold case.
Size
x
x 3i" approx.

Loudspeaker.
All parts including Case and Plans

Self

Contained

Multi -Band

plated telescopic aerial, V.H.F. Tuning Capacitor,
Resistors, Capacitors, Transistors, etc.Will receive
T.V. Sound, Public Service Band, Aircraft, V.H.F.
Local Stations, etc. Operates from a 9 Volt PP7
Battery (not supplied with kit).
Complete kit of parts including construction plans

6

10

Transistors: 4 Diodes:

constructed are detachable from Master Unit, enabling

them to be stored for future use. Ideal for Schools,
Educational Authorities and all those interested in

e LW
7n P & P +Ins. 70p
xog

checker for continuity of
diodes,
resistors,
chokes,
transistors, circuit wiring
( not mains) and loudspeakers.

LW, TrawlerBand, 3 Short Wave Bands.
Receiver Kit. With 5" x 3" Loudspeaker.
Push/Pull output stage, Gain Control, and Rotary
Diodes.

4 Tag Boards:

Resistors: Capacitors: Three i" Knobs. Units once

Easy to build and operate.
Fits in the pocket. A quick

7 Transistors, 6 tuneable wavebands, MW,

4

Clips:

JIFFY TESTER

27.15 P & P and Ins. 70p.

Transistors and

construct -

Components include: Tuning Condenser: 2 Volume
Controls: 2 Slider Switches: Fine tone 3" moving coil
Speaker: Terminal Strip: Ferrite Rod Aerial: Battery

radio construction.
All Parts Including
Case and Plans

V.H.F. Receiver Kit. 8 Tran-

sistors and 3 Diodes. Push/Pull
output. 3" Loudspeaker, Gain Control. Superb
9 section swivel ratchet and retractable chrome

7

Pile units including
master unit to

Total Building costs 26.35 P & P + Ins. 55p

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KITS

Switch.

EDU-KIT
Build Radios,
Amplifiers, etc.
from easy stage
diagrams.

output.
All parts including case and plans.

NOW WITH 3"
tx_,
LOUDSPEAKER
3 Tuneable wavebands.
L.W., and Trawler

ECK4

Total Building costs 2405 P & P + Ins. 60p

E.V. 6. Case and looks as above. 6 Transistors and 3
diodes. Powered by 9 volt battery. Ferrite rod aerial,
3" loudspeaker, etc., MW/LW coverage. Push Pull

POCKET
FIVE

ECK2

* Sensitive Pre -Amplifier
* 10 Transistors
21 Capacitors

section

chrome -plated telescopic aerial. 8" Sensitive Ready
Wound Ferrite Rod Aerial. Tuning Capacitor. Resistors,

Capacitors, etc. Operates from a 9 Volt PP7 Battery
(not supplied with kit). Complete kit of parts including

construction plans.WOO
DC CC
°UV P & P and Ins. 70p.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONcan also be used as a vers
tile signal injector.
Complete with earpiece, jack

plug and socket resistors,
capacitors, components. etc.

Complete kit of parts inelud- 22.85

LP

Mg construction plans.

TO RADIO EXCHANGE LTD.,
61A HIGH STREET, BEDFORD MK40 ISA

EDU-KIT JUNIOR

Completely Solderless Electronic Construction Kit. Build these

rojects without Soldering Iron or Solder.
* Crystal Radio Medium * Electronic Metronome.
Wave Coverage - No * 4 Transistor Push/Pull
Amplifier.
Battery necessary.
* One Transistor Radio.
parts including Loud * 2 Transistor Regenerative All
speaker, Earpiece, MW Ferrite
Radio.
Rod
Aerial, Capacitors, Re 3
transistor Earpiece
Transistors, etc.
Radio Medium Wave Blaters,
Complete kit of parts mcludCoverage.
ing
construction
plans.
* 4 Transistor Medium Wave
Loudspeaker Radio.
Ins. 60p
2655
P
&
P+Ins.
* Electronic Noise Generator

Tel: 0234 52367.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Reg. No. 788372

* Callers side entrance "Lavelle" Shop.
* Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30. Mon -Fri. 9-12 Sat.
I enclose £
for

Name
Address
EE/8/76

. my grandfather bought his first bits and pieces from
Home Radio of Mitcham 30 years ago-and he still relies
on them! So does my father. It's not surprising that I've
been bitten by the same bug.
When Dad saw how keen I was on electronic gadgets he
bought me a Home Radio Components catalogue. Between

you and me I think he was getting fed up with me keep
borrowing his! I must say it really is a smashing book. I
spend hours poring over it deciding what I shall save up for

next. Although I can't afford to spend much yet Home
Radio treat me like a millionaire. I've been told that it's a
small family business that hasn't grown too big to care for
the amateur constructor.

Another thing I like about Home Radio is that if I have any
queries or problems I can go right to the man at the top.
On several occasions I've found him jolly helpful.
Let me tell you a bit more about this catalogue. It lists about
5,000 items and has about 2,000 pictures (so they tell meI haven't actually counted them) and it's laid out so clearly
that even I can find my way around it easily. It also tells you
all about their Deposit Credit Scheme which I will be able

to join as soon as I'm eighteen. I find it quite exciting to
think that I shall then be able to pick up the phone on a
Sunday night and read over my order to their answerphone
machine, and by Monday my gear will be on its way to me.
I can hardly wait!

If you are a constructor,
of any age between nine

and ninety, you really
must get a copy of the
fabulous Home Radio

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals
NAME

Catalogue. The cost is
only 90 pence, plus 35
pence for postage and
packing. Why not send

ADDRESS

I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept. EE

234-240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

(Regn. No.
London

them a cheque or postal
order for L125 today?
Tnhe ptrol c:e uos' oLm1

oU.K.

e2r5s applies
the
and to BFPO Addresses.

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept. PW, 234 -240 London Road. Mitcham,CR4 3HD Phone 01-648 8422
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A. Marshall (London) Ltd Dept: EE

gera 9,televelea #00t
4/1/1

40/42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET Te1:01-4520161/2 Telex:21492
& 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 2QD Tel: 041-332 4133
& 1 Straits Parade Fishponds Bristol BS16 2LX Tel: 0272-654201/2

& 27 Rue Danton Issy Les Moulineaux Paris 92
in
Calirade

and

T

and

Our range covers over 7,000 items. The largest selection ,n Britain

Top 200 IC's TTL, CMOS & Linears
CA3020A 61.45C04050
CA3028A 85p CD4510

56PNE556

LI -30 SN7448

/1.54 NE560 64 48SN7450
CA3035 El -35 C04511 El 70 NE565 £l-30SN7451
CA3046
73p C04516 El 54 SL414A 62.35 SN7453
CA3048 62.15 04518 LI 38 SL6 IOC 62-35 SN7454
CA3052 El -62 C04520 £1.38 SL6I IC 62 35 SN7460
CA3089E 62.00 L11301AH 47p SL612C 42-35 SN7470
CA30900 £425 LM308N 61 17 SL620C 63.50 SN7472
CD4000
209 LM309K El .80 SL621 C L3-50 SN7473
CD4001
20p LM3808
98p SL623C 65.75 SN7474
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20p LM38 I AN 12.07 SL640C 64.00 SN7475
CD4006 61 16 LM702C
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20p LM705
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LONDON GLASGOW PARIS AND NOW
TBA920 LI -79
CD4031

BRISTOL
IT'S OUR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GROW

Catalogue price 35p
(30p to callers)

9-5.00 Sat
exportseei:Ise9r;q5fri ell welcome°Mon-Fri

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS
2N696
2N697
2N699
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22p 40362
25p 40406
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14p BFX85
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30p
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27p ZTX300
249 ZTX301
249 ZTX501
369 ZTX502

Ilp BFR79

25p M1491

50P

49p T1S43

14p BFR39

45p 111481
20p 111490

75p

£1.20
62.50
£3.55
70p
70p
£1.00

12p T1P35A

11E68E198

17p ME4102
18p MI480

20p
12.00
50p
50p
62p

36p 0C28
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40p
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34p
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1
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PRICES CORRECT AT JULY 1976, BUT ALL EXCLUSIVE OF
VAT. P. & P. 30p

A hobby that
pays big salaries.

GCK

Enrol in the BNR S. E School and you'll have an entertaining

and fascinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities
and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of
Electronics today. We offer the finest home study training for
all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the CITY
AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates); the Grad.
Brit. I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE;
P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates.; etc.
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers;
Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken record
of exam successes. We are the only privately run British home
study College specialising in electronics subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without any obligation.

NEW!

We have redesigned the EE Easybuild clock (EE
Jan '76) to fit into a new attractive slim white case
measuring only 4 x 15.4 x 8.5cm with a dark green front panel to make

a very attractive Mantlepiece Clock with bright 0.5" Green display.
The kit comes complete, except for mains cable and plug, with detailed
instructions. 12 or 24 hour format. Order as 'GCK'
112.90
Also available ready -built: Order as 'GCK-B'
Kit of parts for GCK, but less case. Order as 'dMK'

IIIR

111. MI NO so

'BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS'"
'SCHOOL, Dept EEC 86
156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

U

1P.O.Box

,NAME

I
I

IADDR ESS
111

II MB 11111

402

MI MN MN 1E1 MI WM EN

(Block caps please)1
MN 11111

OS

1.1

610.95

NEwfAddCRYSTAL CONTROL and BATTERY
BACK-UP to your EE Easybuild clock OR the new GCK above. Crystal Timebase Kit
(XTK) and Battery Back-up Kir (GBBK) plus one

PP3 battery all fit into either clock. "I Improve
accuracy to within a few seconds a month. Allow
clock to be temporarily disconnected from the main

without losing time (display will be blank until
XTK
mains power returns.) Complete kit plus full
instructions. Order as 'XTK + GBBK' L6-75.

SPECIAL OFFER
I MI MI MR MN MR NI NMI MN if NM

LIS 90

113d40 1VID3dS

GCK ONLY E9 95 if ordered with XTK & GBBK
Order as, GCK t. XTK t GBBK £16.70

Built clock with Crystal, Back-up, etc.: Order as 'X-GCK-B' (20.95
IMPORTANT: All Our clocks use transformers.
After sales service available on kits.

11
Immo
BISKI-4,41.

Add VAT at 8%--25p p&p on all orders.

Goods despatched by 1st Class Post, by return.

Access & Barclaycard orderselcomed, by post or

phone (phone giving your addrwess and card no. and
we'll send your order the same day.)

53e Aston Street, Oxford
Tel: 0865 49791.
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DORAM
KITS
CONTAIN
EVERYTHING
DOWN TO

THE LAST
NUT!

OUTPUT,
Short

00 sagaCOMPLETE

*woo.

00A

WOO" ,alcallrl"4""

WITH

FITTING

I(

Available

A

TRANSISIOR

N

P 1.1

with a variable
current limit

arcuitploof
a

K

,

, p:,

.4101STURE .// / \\\

R

TESTER

Measures
hFE leakag
NPN transistor
either siliconNP or
germanium
or
transistors
includes
battery check

facility

METER I
Indicates whether water
is needed for plants and

lawns

maw.

um..

PLEASE PRINT BLOCK CAPITALS

* New Itrpage brochure contains complete details of
kit range.

* Big range of kits to interest Radio, Electronic and

* Kits sent by return.of-post.
* Each kit designed by specialispi only highest quality
end reliable components included,

SEND FOR YOUR NEW
KIT BROCHURE TODAY
only

NAME

DORAM ELECTRONICS LTD

HI.F1 enthusiasts.

8% V.A.T.
H

P.O.Box TR8,
Leeds LSI2 2UF.
I enclose 25* please send me by return my new Doram kit
brochure. Overseas orders except for N,Ireland please add
109 for post and pecking surface only.

121/2% V.A.T.I CUSTOMERS WHO ORDER THIS KIT BROCHURE TOGETHER

25p Inc. post and packing,

Everyday Electronics, August 1976

ADDRESS

WITH DORAM'S NEW EDITION 3 COMPONENT CATALOGUE
CAN SAVE 15p ON THE INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE PRICE FOR
BOTH aa OBTAIN TWO 215p VOUCHERS,

IMMIMMUI* POST CODE

An Electrocomponents Group Company

403

ENGINEERS

4*

QUALITY STEREO souNDLik
SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

low 1PRICE OF FERN
YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB

WITH

Do you want promotion, a better job,

MORE PAY!

higher pay? "New Opportunities" shows
you how to get them through a low-cost
home study course. There are no books to

This helpful guide to success should be
read by every ambitious engineer..
Bend for this helpful 44 page FREE book
now. No obligation and nobody will call

buy and you can pay -as -you -learn.

ever did.

(0,

Tick or state subject of interest. Post to the address below.

Electrical Ineenstion.
and Wiring
Electrical
Draughtsmanship
Electrical
Mathematics
Electronic

0

CITY AND GUILDS
Installations and
C & O Radio, T.V. and
Wiring
Electronic Mechanics 0
CITY AND GUILDS
General Radio sail
Electrical
TV Engineering
0 Technician.
Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and
Repairs
Transistor

Engineering

CITY AND GUILDS

0

0 Teehnolowy
To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
DEPT. EEV 20 READING RG7 4PF
Computer Frog

O

Radio Amateurs'
Exam, etc. etc.

x 34'

The very latest BSR automatic record deck with cue and
pause control. Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £13fY95.
Credit Sale £700 deposit 9 monthly payments of £8.00
(Total Credit price £79-50). P. & P. £4-00. Send £11-00
today.

oI

Telecom:lumina-

time

Tape record and playback facilities. Dimensions 184" x

I

Colour T.V. Servicing 0

....

Solent Mark II Stereo Turei Amplifier chassis with AM/FM
radio covering long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands.
Separate Base and Treble controls. 30 watts total power
output (frequency response 25-20,000 Hz) AFC Switching

MINI SIM SI
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!

0

00

on you. It could be the best thing you

NOM 111 CUT OUT THIS COUPON MI

Electrical
Engineering

-

£7005
,_down

I

Chassis only available for cash at £4900

1

p. & p. £3-00.

Full 12 months Guarantee.
CALLERS WELCOME.

IAlso at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5EJ. Tel: et -6282721.

EEV 20

Access and Barclaycard Orders Accepted by Telephone

NAME 011odiCarntals Pleas.)

FREE! Stereo headphones supplied with every complete order

IADDRESS

I

POSTCODE
Other subjects

EE;8/76 100 CHASE SIDE SDUTHGATE
LONDON N14 5PL Telephones: 01-1012-1644

Arm

Member ef 4.13.0.0.1

Accredited by 0.4.0.0

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ELECTROTIME

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTRONIC TIMEKEEPING

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK
MODEL EC 3

LCD MODEL TLC4 LED MODEL TEES
CONTINUOUS
READOUT
UTILISING
LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY

...

FEATURES-

WITH BACKLIGHT
FOR NIGHT

-

READING

* HOURS

FEATURES-

* SECONDS

*

HOURS

* DATE

*

MINUTES

* DAY OF WEEK

* MINUTES

.vrai*

* LARGE 4 DIGIT DISPLAY
24 HOUR. ALARM
* AM/PM INDICATOR
* BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
* FLASHING SECONDS INDICATOR * ATTRACTIVE WHITE CASE
* 5 MINUTE REPEATING SNOOZE

* SECONDS

COMPLETE BUILT CLOCK PRICE £14 inc.

RHODIUM £39.95

L29.50 inc.

GOLD E4150

GOLD OR
RHODIUM PLATED

* DATE

ALARM

VAT

THE "MISTRAL" I
DIGITAL CLOCK
--enk

I

:

I-

inc. VAT

VAT

We are proud to announce the opening of our new Showroom in which
you will find one of the Largest Ranges of Digital Electronic Clocks and
Watches available in the UK so why not call in and see us? One year's
guarantee with all models Electronic accuracy to within seconds per week
ELECTROTIME, DEPT. 4/8, II, SHEPLEY'S YARD,
SHOPPING PRECINCT, TOWN CENTRE,
CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE. TEL (0246) 35804
PLEASE SUPPLY

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER

* PLEASANT GREEN DISPLAY
* 12/24 HOUR READOUT
* FULLY ELECTRONIC

* PULSATING COLON
* PUSH BUTTON SETTING
* BUILDING TIME I HOUR

COMPLETE KIT PRICE L11.07 inc.

NAME
ADDRESS

VAT

BUILT CLOCK PRICE L14.95
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DRILL
CONTROLLER

Electronically changes
speed from approxito
revs.
mately 10
maximum. Full power at
all speeds by finger-tip control.
Kit includes all parts, case,

everything and full instructions.
82P5 including post and VAT.

MULLARD UNILEX

ITS FREE!

A mains operated 4 + 4 stereo system. Rated one

Our monthly Advance Advertising
Bargains List gives details of bargains
arriving or just arrived -often bargains
which sell out before our advertisement

of the finest performers in the stereo field this

would make a wonderful gift for almost any one ha

easy -to -assemble modular form and complete
with a pair of Goodman speakers this should sell
at about £30 -but due to a special bulk buy and

can appear -Its an interesting list and
its free -just send S.A.E. Below are a

as an incentive for you to buy this month we offer

the system complete at only 21400 including

few of the Bargains still available from

VAT and postage.

previous lists.

Made up model 21,00 extra.

LIGHT PIPE

A mains operated travelling light array. 24ft long it uses
130 miniature bulbs which flash in sequence to make

NUMICATOR TUBES

For digit al instruments, counters,
timers, clocks, etc. Hi -vac XN11

bands of light move along the tube. The tube can be

draped around a particular item or set and cannot fail to

Price 2115 each, Post and VAT paid.

PIPE

%

cable -motorised switch -taps for quick connections and

RADIO STETHOSCOPE

Easiest way to fault find, traces signal from aerial to speaker, when
signal stops you've found the
fault. Use it on Radio, TV,
amplifier, anything. Complete kit
comprises two special transistors
and all parts Including probe tube

and crystal earpiece, 22-95, twin
stetho-set instead of
earpiece 88p, VAT &
postage incl. in price

attract attention -complete kit consists of -24ft of
translucent tubing -140 min lamps--8yde multicore
full wiring instructions. 215 for complete kit. Post and VAT
paid.

TWIN OUTPUT POWER PACKS

operate two battery radios or a stereo amp without

- total enclosed in a hard P.V.C. case - three core
mains lead terminal output - when ordering please
state output voltage 44v, fly, 74v, 9v, 12v or 24v.

Touch Sensitive Alarm .

Couples Game .

motor at 20v's per minute. This has 24 studs and a

condensers and instructions. Real snip at only

To receive parts for the projects featured this month, send the estimated
price + 40p post. Any cash adjustment can be made later.

8115 including post and VAT.

.

.

.

.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

Although this uses no battery it gives really amazing
results. Yon will receive an amazing assortment of
stations over the 19, 26, 31, 29 metre bands -Kit contains
chassis front panel and all the parts, 8140 -crystal earphone 55p including VAT and Postage.

BREAK -DOWN UNIT

Another new kit this month
is single Channel Sound to

Contains hundreds of useful parts some of
which are as follows -66 silicon diodes equivalent 0A91, 68 resistors, mostly watt 5%
covering a wide range of values 4 x Q mfd

Light Unit, complete kit

including plastic container,
main components include 5

mfd 100v con400v mid condensers, 15 x
densers. 2 111r chokes 8 x 139 valve holders, 1
x 4H choke, 1 x 115v transformer, 1 boxed unit
containing 4 delay lines also tag panels, trimmer condensers, suppressors, etc., on a useful
chassis sized approx. 9" x 6" x 7". Only 75p
(the 66 diodes would cost at least 10 times this
amount). This is a snip not to be missed. Post
and VAT 76p.

amp thrysitor, plus transformer, variable pot with
on/off switch and theoretical circuit diagram.

PRICE 3.5-95 Post & VAT
paid.

ONLY fl .50 FOR SEVEN
ELECTRIC MOTORS

7 powerful batt. motors as used In racing cars and

power models. Output and types vary for use In

.411 parts and instructions
to make. 83.25 pos

hundreds of projects -Toole, toys, models, etc. All
brand new reversible and for 14-12v batts. Wiring
diagrams Inc. VAT, Post PAID.

and VAT paid.

EXTRACTOR FAN

Cleans the air at the rate of
10,000 cubic feet per hour.
Suitable for kitchens, bathrooms,

factories,

changing

rooms, etc. It's so quiet it can

hardly be heard. Compact.

54" casing comprises motor,
fan blades sheet steel casing,
pull switch, mains connector
and fixing brackets. 2415
INCLUDING POST & VAT.
Monthly list available free;
send long stamped envelope.

28 RPM GEARED MAINS MOTOR

This is a substantial motor (1" stack induction
type) quite powerful definitely large enough to
drive a rotating display or a tumbler for polishing
stone, etc. Approximate overall size 4" x 31" x

24" these are ex -unused equipment, carrying

our normal ex -equipment guarantees. PRICE £255
POST & VAT PAID.

INTRUDER ALARMS

These kits are for the alarm described in a back issue of this magazine.
PRICE £4.95. POST & VAT PAID,

FISH BITE INDICATOR

as featured in EE March. Kit of parts to make
this 82.50 Post & VAT PAID. Case 70p extra.

TELESCOPIC AERIALS
for portable car radio or
transmitter. Chrome plated six sections, extending from 74 to

47in. 500 + 15p. Post & VAT.
KNUCKLED MODEL FOR F.M. 800 + 17p
Post & VAT.
Pole Transformer for Sound to Light and similar

application. Mu metal core, primary 11 ohms,
tapped et 7, secondary 23 ohms. Price 75p + 6n.
with Circuit diagram.
Battery Operated Hooter gives a loud shrill tone

Mains Instrument Transformer upright mounting,
primary tapped evey ley's from 200 to 240v's, 4

secondaries -130v @ 175mA, 160v ® 126mA,

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER

Push button gives 10 variations as follows: (1) continuous
hot water and continuous central heating (2) continuous
hot water but central heating off at night (8) continuous
hot water but central heating on only for 2 periods during
the day (4) hot water and central heating both on but day
time only (5) hot water all day but central heating only for
2 periods during the day (6) hot water and central heating
on for 2 periods during the day time only -then for crammer
time use with central heating off (7) hot water continuous (8) hot water day
time only (9) hot water twice daily (10) everything off. A handsome looking
unit with 24 hour movement and the switches and other parts necessary to
select the desired programme of heating. Supplied complete with wiring diagram.
Originally sold we believe at over 816. We offer these while stocks last at £095
each INCLUDING VAT and Postage.

Post 21.00 + 8p.

Separate±s c rse6epn.

Price.

6broughtistoF5 amp,th 6; Itag,

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

wiper to suit conditions.

common slip ring and will rotate continuously.
Obviously has many applications. Er -equipment
but covered by our normal ex.eouipment guarantee, Price 21.759 + 14p. Post 20p + 2p.

(alp n2.-21.5 ale

MOTORISED DISCO SWITCHES

your

rev. per

Motorized Stud Switch driven by 50v BATA geared

BEGINNERS SHORT WAVE RECEIVER .

transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor

of

Post 15p + 2p. Ditto 1 rev per hour.

x 14" deep with fixing feet. Price 1050 + 28p.
Post 30p i- 3p.

PP7 PP9 and others. Kit comprises: main

speed

diameter 200mm long with flat. Price 213-00 + 20p.

equipment, mounted on a frame approx. 2-5" x

2 Watt Amplifier .

Vary

shaft 80 rev. per minute. Drive shaft 3fimm

0.120 seconds. When coupled to the mains, the
motor operates and when the pre-set switch. This
obviously could be used in photography or in
other application where abort duration switching
off or on IS requiredc A very expensive piece of

ma will save their cost in a few months). Specs: Full
wave rectification, double insulated mains transformer

Adjustable output flv., 9v., 12 volts for up to
500mA (class B working). Takes the place of any
of the following batteries: PP1, PPS, PP4, PP6,

CONTROL

Motor with Gear Box made by Smiths, their type
no. Q11IG. 200-250v 50 HZ operated, final drive

A2196 A4. Coupled to the motor Is a dial calibrated

cross modulation (they will of course operate one radio/
tape cassette/calculator, in fact any battery appliance,

Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers.

WINDSCREEN
WIPER

Post 15p + 2p.

minute motor for 24v 50HZ operation, with
incorporated one way INC clutch made by
General Time df USA, makers ref. E15450,

These have two separate R.C. smoothed outputs so can

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK

8315 POST AND VAT PAID

pickup block Smin square. Price E2.50p+20p.

Motorized Time Delay. This contains

Price 88-95. Post and VAT included.

With nine IA amp changeover switches, adjustable
over 3605 switches are rated at 10 amp each so a
total of 2000w 's can be controlled and this would
provide a magnificent display. Mains operated.
PRICE £275. DITTO BUT 12 SWITCH

Motor with Gear Box by Swiss SAIA Company,
makers type. no. AMY5-114SL. This is standard
220/240v. 50 HZ motor, 15 revs per minute final
drive speed, the drive shaft is 4mm dia. fitted with

.

Mains Auto Transformer 100w size chapels mount-

ing with fixing foot, tappings at the high voltage
and and at the filly end. Very well made trans.
former vacuum impregnated and varnished for

quiet operation. Price 2150 + 12p. Post 80p +

400w Power Transformer, chassis mounting with
fixing feet. Normal 240v 50HZ primary, tapped
200v & 220v, 2 secondaries 50v's at 7 amps with
36v tapping and fv's at 8 amps, made by Davenset, this weighs 151bs and is approx. ei" x 4}" x
3". Price £1250p + 21-00. Post $1.60 + 12p.
260w Isolation Transformer for mounting under the

service bench, this is in a normal frame with

fixing feet. Veri good quality construction with
input and output terminal blocks. Price £915p +
80p.

+ 8p,i
8 kv 23 mRe intermittently
BET PdTransformer

rated with normal 240v, 50HZ primary. This is

made by Landon Kfngsway Ltd., mainly
igniting oil fired boilers, their ref. no. 20/0347/02.
This is totally encased with fixing feet, 3 core
mains input lead and mark plug type e.h.t. output.
Price 88-50p + 72p. Post a1-00 + 89.
Car Battery Trickle Charger, normal mains input,
/2v. 1 amp output, totally encased with mounting

feat, 3 core mains input lead and output leads
terminating with oar battery etre croc. clips.
Price 81-95p + 23p., Post 25p + 8p.

Flexible Drive 12" long with threaded couplers at
each end. Price 22 + 16p. Poet 30p + 3p.

Relay 3000 Type, coil consists of 2 separate

'windings, 2 at 400 ohms and 1 at 670 ohms. 7 set
of contacts, 3 of which are changeover, 2 others
open when relay closes and the last 2 close when
relay closes. Very versatile and useful relay. Price

11110 + 8p. Post 10p + IP.
Plug-in 11 Pin Perspex covered Relay, coil op-

erated by 50v AC or 24v DC, 3 sets of very heavy
duty contacts, gold plated at least 10 amp rating,
maker Omron type MK.3P5. Ex -unused equpment

with base. Price 2100 + 8p. Post 15p + Ip.

Reed Relay. Elliott ref. no. 37229/218. Uses 4 reeds,

2 of which are normally closed, the other 2
normally

open.

Coil

ilreallis5tpan4ce

detail: -voltage

ladc.,

±MA19.approx. 4-6. Price

122P7.1C Poet ohlm4

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS -

Latching Relays. Two relays mounted together on

So

Two relays are made to latch mechanically so that
when one is energised it will stay On although its
energising current Is removed until the other one is
energised, each relay has two pairs of heavy duty
gold plated changeover contacts. Coil volts, 48v.
AC or 24v. DC. Price 2200p + 20p. Post 15p

thin is undetectable under carpet but will switch on

with slightest pressure. For burglar alarms, shop doors, etc.
24M x 18in 21.99. Post & VAT (10p.
18in x 10in 21E0. Poet & VAT 50p.

LIGHT OPERATED SWITCH FOR 12.24V
BATTERY OPERATION

This is completely encapsulated and so make weather proof against all the
elements. It can, therefore, be put to many useful applications. To name a few

(1) Automatic switch for a mast head light on a boat. (2) Automatic switch on
for battery operated lights or alarms in remote places. (3) Auto parking light
for a vehicle, no doubt other applications would be found by our readers and we
would be glad to hear about them.
Encapsulate unit measures approx. 1.6" x a)" x 1.6" deep. This can be conveniently mounted through the front panel of a conduit box or similar.
Price £195 post & VAT paid.

TERMS: Where order' I. under IS please add 40p surcharge to offset packing
expenses

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.

from 14v. battery, metal case nickel plated, size 2"
diameter by 11" deep. Price 80e + Op. Post 10p +
?P.
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(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAMWORTH ROAD,
CROYDON CR9 1SG.

a common chassis, size 3" x

x 2" approx.

20p.

Power variable Resistor, Berea, ref. L100, 100
ohms resistance max. current 1 amp. Price 21.50p

each + 12p. Post 10p + 1p.

Push Button Switahes. Separate on/off switches,
both off with rode up, first switch is spring return will not stay down, second switch will lock down
and Can only be released by pressing first. Complete with with push knobs snitable for foot
switch or similar, length approx 5", depth below
chassis approx 2". Price £1-25p + 12p.
Polarity Reversing Switch rated 5 amps 250v's
mounted on brown bakelite moulded plate, size
approx. 3.2" x 1" wide with 2 fixing holes. Price
+ 6P.
In Lane Switch, rated 2 amps at 260v, on/off this

has a neon lanp to make it visible at night,
and
originally intended for use on electric blankets
similar applications. Price 500 + aP.

Surface switch. A very neat Bakelite encased
-71V
switch, size approx. 1.9" long, 1-2" Wide and

high. Rated 5 amps 250v. fixing screws hidden
under cover. Price 3017 +
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ENGINEERS

BULK PURCHASE -

EXCLUSIVE TO HENRY'S

'FANTASTIC
AT SUCH
_
ALLOWS US TO SELL
-----____
QUALITY ITEMS
Compare performance and
specification with units

-

PRICES!

-------_____

-

costing 3 times as much !I

V { ; 1\f'

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB
Do you want promotion, a better
job, higher pay? "New opportunities" shows you how to get
them through a low-cost, Home
Study Course. There are no books

to buy and you can pay as you
learn.

24 HOUR

WITH

,

BUILT-IN

MORE PAY!

This easy to follow GUIDE TO
SUCCESS should be read by every
ambitious engineer. Send for this
helpful 44 rage free book NOW!
No obligation, nobody will call on
you. It could be the best thing you

U\u,
*%\,...,,,_,._,..4,\

WITH

M

ever did.

(1)
Assemble

CUT OUT THIS COUPON NM INN

I
I

0

I

-58 '0' & 'A' Level Subjects
-over 10,000 Group Passes!

I
I
I
I

Aldermaston College
Dept. TEEI9

Reading RG7 4PF,

also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel. 01-628 2721.
NAME (Block Capitals)

Modern styling

It in an evening.

COMPLETE UNIT

MECHANISM Inc. assembly

AUTO and AERO

MECHANICAL
Motor Mechanics ID A.M.S.E. (Mech.)11
Practical Radio & C. & G. Motor V. General Mech.
Electronics
Mechanics
Eng.
CI
(with KIT)
111
General Auto
Inst. Engineers &
Electronic
Engineering
Engineering
Technicians
0
Certificate
A.M.I.M.I.
Maintenance
General Elect. Eng.
Engineering
Certificate
LI Air Registration
Board Certs.
Welding
C. & G. Elect.
Installations
M.A.A./I.M.I. Dip.
I. Elect. Install. &
El
Work
MANAGEMENT
C. & G. Elect.
and PRODUCTION
Technicians
CONSTRUCTIONAL
Computer
I RADIO and
D
Heating, Ventilating Programming
& Air
TELECOMInst. of Cost &
MUNICATIONS
Conditioning
0 Managements
Colour TV
Accts.
Architectural
Servicing
Draughtsmanship
C. & G. Telecoms. & Design
111
Technician's Cert.0
L.I.O.B.
1 C. & G. Radio,
0 DRAUGHTSTV & Electronics
MANSHIP and
Carpentry &
Mech. Cert.
0 DESIGN
Joinery
Radio & TV
Plumbing
Engineering
General
Draughtsmanship
Technology
I Course
Radio, Servicing & General Building A.M.I.E.D.
Repairs
LI
Painting &
Electrical
Radio Amateur's
Exam.
Draughtsmanship 0
CI Decorating

I
I
I

NORMALLY
£24 WITH CASE

SILENT RUNNING
NUMERALS
LARGE ILLUMINATED
61
x 21x21
AC MAINS SIZE

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE
ELECTRICAL and
ELECTRONICS

\\\A%\,,,
. " AAk 1

AND CASE

I
1

I

THREE FOR

£16.50

THREE FOR £22

Send cheque/P.c./m.0.f., the correct
amount which includes VAT and
P & Pot pay by Access/Barclaycard.
Send name, card number (if
applicable) and address to:

HENRY'S RADIO
303 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2
TRADES EXPORT ENQUIRIES

contact MIKE BAKER 01.723 1004

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

instructions

LONDON 404/6 Edgware Road, London VI2
231 Tottenham Court Road, London W1
NOTTINGHAM 94/96 Upper Parliament Street
READING 130/131 Friar Street, Reading Serbs.
HARROW 190/4 Station Road, Harrow, Middx.
CROYDON 110 North End, Croydon, Surrey

VALVE BARGAINS

AERIAL BOOSTERS

Any S 64p, 10 £1, 50 £4.50. Your

We make three types of Aerial

choice from he following list:
ECH84, ECC82, EF80, EF183, EF184,
PC86,

PC88,

PCF80,

PCF802,

PCL84, PCL85, PCL805,
PFL200, PL36, PL504, PY81, PY800,
PY88, EH90, 30PL14, 6F28.
PCL82,

Colour Valves 311p each PL508,

Boosters all for set top fitting, with
Co -ax Plugs and Sockets.

B11-For Stereo and Standard
VHF Radio.
012-For the older VHF Tele-

vision, please state BBC1 and
ITV Channels.

045-For mon. or colour this
covers
band.

the

complete

UHF

All Boosters are complete with
Battery and take only minutes
to flt.

Price
£3'60 each.
Polyester Capacitors -250 v/w 25p per pack of 5-01µF, .015µF, 022µF, 033µF, 1µF, 15µF, 22µF, 33µF,
PL 509, PY500/A.

47µF, 1 -5µF.
Prices Include V.A.T. P. & P. under 41/15p, E1 to £3/25p above 43/35p.
Overseas at cost. Money back guarantee on all orders.

ELECTRONIC MAIL ORDER

62 BRIDGE ST., RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS. Tel. Rama. 349

Special Offers-Space needed
Capacitors C280; 0.01, 0.047.-4p. 0.1, 0.22-419. 0.47-9p. 1-0-15p. 2.2-25p.
Electrolytics;220/6.3v-tip.2200/6.3v-17p.0.47/2-2/4(47/220110v-6p.10/22/47/100/
25v -6p. 220/25v -10p. 330/25v. -11p. 470/1000/16v -16p. 1000/30v ---9p. 15/40v-613.

Demo D.P. Coifs; Range 3/4/Green-73p. Range 2/3/4/Blue-69, Range 2/Red699. Range 2/500 Blue -69p. Range 2/500 Red -99p. Diodes; 4002-4p. 4004--5p.
4007--6p. 4148-3p.

I/Cs: 741-21p. 555.-35p. 7400-10p. Stethoscope Earphones -95o.
Pots. Log 5K, 10K, 25K, 250K, 500K, 1M. Lin. 500K-All 15p each.
Resistors: 4 each of 25 different values -75p.

5 Pin Din Sockets -9p. Toggles Switches -55p. Slide Switches-Sp. Push
Switches -11p'

AC1211-8p. BC107/89-6p. BC147/8/9-9p. BC157/8/9-9p. BF194/5/6/7-9p.

ADDRESS

SFY50/1/2-15P.

I

Postcode

Other subjects of interest

Age

Accredited by C.A.C.C. Member of A.B.C.C.

Connecting Wire -2 metres -3p.12 metres -15p.
Goods by Return unless cheque payment.

C.W.O. VAT included. Add 209. p/p.

CLEVELAND SUPPLIES, (EE)
P.O. BOX 20, REDCAR, CLEVELAND.
Telephone: Redcar 5355

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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PRICES!!

...46.46.4.ING
PAK OFFERS

IC'S

38p
NE555 Timer
ALL U PAKS, UIC PAKS, *ULIC NE556 Dual Timer 80p
PAKS, AS SEEN IN OUR
15p
709P 8 PIN DIL
PREVIOUS ADVERTS
lap
741P 8 PIN DIL

AVAILABLE AT 40p per pak 747 14 PIN DIL

ZENER PA KS
400mW
PAK No.:
I containing 20 3v -10v
2 containing 20 I lv-33v

El 00 per pak*

RESISTOR PA KS
RI. 50 jw 100 ohm -820 ohm

R2.50 lw I K -82K
R3. 50 km 10K -82K

R4. 50 jw 100K-IN

BUY ONE OF EACH

748P 8 PIN DU.

BUY ONE OF EACH

SPECIAL PRICE LI -60 the 4.

CAPACITOR PA KS
El 18 Electrolytics 474F -10µF

E2 18 Electrolytics 10AF-100AF
E3 18 Electrolytics 100pF-680uF

BUY ONE OF EACH

OPTOELECTRONICS

a.

LED Displays

0-0-9.9 f180 GREEN
TIL211 0.125"
I.T.T. Nixie
Tubes
5870 ST I"
Figures

Lowest ever
Price
S for E.2-00

Photo Cells
ORPI 2/
NSL4931

FLV 0.2"
5 of either 75p

YELLOW
0-125" size
0.2" size

5 of either 75p
CLIPS FOR

38p ea. LED's 0.125"
ONLY AVAILPhoto
ABLE AT
Transistors
10 FOR 20p
OCP7I 5 for El

0071'

9p
6p

BFX29
BFX84

BC107
BC I08
BC109

6p
Sp

* I3C149

9p

IC SOCKETS

*BC157

11p
10p

9p

BPS8
BPS14
BPS16

10p
IIp

TRIACS
50p
55p
75p

2A/400PlY
10A/400P1V

. 13C158
* BC 159

10p

*BC 169C
"BC170
*BC171
*13C172
8C 178
*BC 182

*BC182L

*BC183L

BRIO°
D32

15p

* BC184

ISp

BC184L
.13C212
*BC2 I 2L

T HY RISTORS
TOS
15p

1A/50PIV
I A/400PIV

25p
30p

IA/600PIV

2Sp

40p
SOp

30p
60p

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

F.E.T.'s
2N38I9

2N5458 (MPF I 04}

5p
5p

BFY52

2N696
2N697
2N698
2N706
2N708

189
15p

ISp

ISp
ISp

*BC213
13C213L
* BC2 I 4

BC214L
BC327
BC328
8C337
BC338
BD 116
BF167
13E173

*BF194
BF185
*BF] 96

9p
9p

.F3F197

10p
10p

93E198

12p

12p
15p

2N I 613
2N1711

Op
15p

I5p
2N2219A ISp

* 2N4060
*2145172

*ZTX300
*ZTX500
*ZTX107
*ZTX108
*2TX 109

EXTRACTOR
TOOL

32p!

laminate, box of etchant

Price

powder and measure, tweezers,

1E5.

50

1N4002

3p

5p

1N4003
1N4004

34-p

Sp

5p

1 N4005

4ip

11,14006

Sp

1N4007

6p

0A200/

BAX13 5P

1N914
1N4148

Normal poetr CONTAINS 6 Pieces copper
Sale

15p

OAS!
0A91

6p

IIp

DIY PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT
Price

0A10
0A47

0A2021

2N2369 12p
12p
2N2369A 12p
2N2905A 13p
10p
10p *2N2926g 9p
10p *2N2926y Sp
10p *2N2926.6 Sp
I5p
IIp
2N3053
1Ip
2N3055 36p
8/3
10p *2N3702
tip
10p *2N3703
9p
10p *2N3704
Op
10p *2N3705
89
J1P *2N3706
Op
I I p *2N3903
12p *2N3904
8p
12p *2N3905
lip *2N3906 9p
9p
lip
89
50p *2N4058
10p
10p

DIODES

10p
11p

IC INSERTION
25p
30p
35p
40p
50p

2A/50 volt
2A/I00 volt

1p

BFY50
BFY51

18p
19p

SP

.13C183

DI ACS

DL707 0.3"70p RED TIL209
2A/200 volt
DL747 0- 6"
0.125" or
2A/400 volt
El SO FLV117 0.2"
2A/1000
volt
DL727 0.5"
5 of either 50p

Double Digit

10p

AC 142K

*BC148

100pf-390pf SA/600PIV
MC3 24 Ceramic Caps.
TO48
470pf-3300pf
16A/5OPIV
MC4 21 Ceramic Caps.
4700pf-0047µF 16A/400PIY

11;110014

18p

AC14IK

*BCI47

MCI 24 Ceramic Caps. 22pf-82pf SA/5OPIV
5A/400PIV
MC2 24 Ceramic Caps.

SPECIAL PRICE El -60 the 4*

12p

BF257
BF258
BF259

10p
10p

20p

6p
8p

SPECIAL PRICE EI20 the 3* TO66

BUY ONE OF EACH

* 13F199

AC 127
AC 128

/.1A711 Dual Com2Sp
parator
*72301 op.amp.T099 25p
*72770 op.amp.T099 SOp

SPECIAL PRICE E1-60 the 4* 6A/400PlY
R5. 30 jw 100 ohm -820 ohm
R.6. 30 jw 1 K -8.2K
R7. 30 jw 10K -82K
R8. 30 jw 100K -1M

36p
25p

TRANSISTORS

marker pen, high quality
pump drill, Stanley knife &
blades, 6" metal rule.
FULL Easy to follow instructions

Op

9p

BAXI6 Sp

1544
15920
15923
15970

3 AMP

4p
4p
4p
5p
5p
Sp

6p

BA100
BM 48

10p

1N4001

2 Sp

4p

N5400

lip

N5401

12p
13p
14p

N5402
N5403
N5404
N5405
N5406
N5407
N5408

ISp
16p
17 p
111p

20p

VAT
CHAT
Please add I2 -k%

to prices marked*.
Remainder add 80/.

59

8p
5p

5p
5p

UNIJ UNCTION
TRANSISTORS
UT46/TIS43

18p Th.,

VOLTAGE REGS
LI29/gA7805
L130/µA7812
LI31/µA7815

85p
85p
85p

""-n.n.n.n.

i -9

DYNAMIC
CASSETTE MIKE
With 2.5mm and
3.5mm Jack Plugs

040
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A MATTER OF CONCENTRATION
Some may find it rather difficult concentrating,
on electronics in high summer. It's understand-

PROJECTS ..

THEORY.....

Though its effectiveness in concentrating the
mind is certain, success in grappling with the
precise problem which forms the basis of this

able, what with the fine weather and all those

game cannot be guaranteed. Strong minded men

outdoor counter -attractions. So let us offer something small and simple that will help concentrate
the mind, in one sense at anyrate!

hand in after a few hours baffled by the apparent

For it can really be said, without too much
exaggeration, of a certain project that "it concentrates the mind wonderfully." As we recall,
in Dr. Johnson's original immortal phrase, the
"it" alludes to the frightful and final prospect
facing the doomed man awaiting execution.
Leaving aside the macabre, there are other
rather different and perhaps more trivial but
quite pleasant matters or prospects which can be
applied to this desirable end (mind concentra-

tion-of course).

One can study ponderous books on the subject,

attend courses of instruction, try the ancient
methods of yoga or the modern psychological
approach. We have a much simpler, amusing

and quite harmless remedy to offer our readers,
who may at present be subjected to various distractions not uncommon in the summer months.
To be perfectly honest, what we offer is not
entirely new, but it is an improvement and an

and women have been known to throw their
intractability of the problem. Somewhat bemused, they return to the simpler matters of
ordinary life that await their attention. That
ought to send you scouring for your tool box and
iron!

One thing remains to make clear. Our opening
words may not apply universally, this we recognise. Should you therefore happen to be a fully
committed all -the -year-round constructor a particular word of advice in your ear: concentrate
on and complete any other project you have in

mind to before starting on Couples. Strong
willed and determined though you may be, you
may still succumb like the rest to the challenge
of our latest game. And we certainly don't want
to be answerable for any fall in production over
the next few weeks.

extension of an old idea. More to the point,
tests carried out amongst our acquaintances
prove its, unfailing attraction. The name of our
game is Couples.

Our September Issue will be published on Friday, August 20
See page 417 for details.
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TOUCH
SENSITIVE

DOR ALARM
By J.H.TELFORD
A door buzzer with a difference.
THE need for a door alarm on the door of
my fiancée's room in her college was the
cause of the design in this article. The unit
is operated by placing one's finger/hand on the

touchplate such that the etched name (or

number) and surrounding copper are bridged;
the touch plate can be used for most internal
rooms and for sheltered outdoor positions.
The volume produced by the unit is enough
to be audible over a radio or record player, and
can be heard over a distance of two rooms. No
volume control was found to be needed.
As the device was required for long periods
of operation, and 10 milliamps would be consumed, it was decided to run the device from
the mains.

POWER SUPPLY

The power supply used in the prototype is

a conventional one as can be seen from Fig. 1.
The first neon LP1 indicates that mains power

AMPLIFIER/OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
The oscillator is composed of transistors TR1
and TR2 and associated resistors and capacitors;
these form a common astable, multivibrator with
one component missing-a high value resistor

from positive rail to TR2 base. This resistance
is derived from the "skin resistance" when the
remote nameplate is touched.

The output from the multivibrator is fed to

a two -stage amplifier with its output connected
to loudspeaker LS1. Thus touching the name-

plate causes a tone to be heard in the loud-

speaker; the frequency of the tone (pitch) can

be altered by VR1 and is dependent on the
value of the skin resistance of the caller,
If it is required to operate the unit with a
loudspeaker of lower impedance than about
80 ohms, then TR4 must be modified 'to suit.

For example, use a transistor type 2N3704 when
a 35 ohm speaker is employed.

is reaching the device, the second neon LP2
tells one whether the device is switched on or
off. Should the fuse FS1 blow them LP2 will
not light.
Switch S1 was a pushon push -off type on the

prototype. The transformer used was an Eagle
type with two 6 volt 280 milliamp windingsonly one winding is used.

Any 1 amp 50 volt bridge rectifier will do or

can if desired be replaced by four discrete
diodes (type 1N4001 for example).

Mains entering the unit is first stepped down
by Ti to 6 volts and then full -wave rectified by
means of diode bridge Dl -D4 and is then
smoothed by Cl producing a d.c. level of about
9 volts available far the multivibrator/amplifier

section of the unit, Resistor R1 is included in

the circuit to limit the initial current drawn
while the capacitor charges up.

There is a screen on the transformer which
is earthed to the mains earth together with the
negative supply line as a measure of safety.
410
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FSI

TI
m1-280

Si

5013mA

RI
17Plca
RI

3-3/7 6W
240V

R3
4-7k12

A.C.

MAINS
SK2

SKI

R4

R2

Tk12

4.7k/1

R6
4.71(12

R6

*a

C

TOUCHPLATE
CI

/000/JF ono
PIA

b

0-047,ur

0.047,uF

TR1
BC108

-

TR3

TR4

PC108

I3C108

TR2de

:.BCIOS

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Touch Sensitive Door Alarm.

CONSTRUCTION

The prototype unit was constructed and

housed in a plastic Addis food container size
240 x 125 x 80mm, but may be changed to suit
individual requirements. If mounted in a metal

preparing the case to accept all the other components to be mounted on the case itself. Secure
all the components in position including the
boards and wire up as detailed in Fig. 2.

component boards and case. The metal case

TOUCH PLATE
The legend on the touch plate is very much
a matter of individual choice. In the example

Most of the small components are mounted

room/door number, but can equally be a name

case adequate measures should be taken to

guard against possible short circuiting between

should of course be earthed.

on two pieces of tagboard, 11 -way for the

oscillator and amplifier, and a smaller 4 --way'
for the power supply components.

The layout of the components on the tag -

boards and within the prototype case and complete wiring up details are shown in Fig. 2. The
layout is in no way critical and may be changed

seen opposite the plate takes the form of a
or symbol etched in copper as shown below. The

centre portion can be solder tinned for effect
as shown. One important paint to make is that
the legend should be one "island" enabling a
bridge between the legend and the surrounding

if desired.

In the prototype the speaker was glued to
the base of the case which in turn forms the

front panel. The remote nameplate is connected

to the unit by means of a standard jack lead
and is plugged in at SK2.
Begin construction by assembling and solder-

ing the components on the tagboards and then

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

f475 plus case
*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

Photograph of the prototype unit.
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"land" to be made at any point along the legend.
A wire should be connected to each, the legend

Components .

and land surround and these taken via a suitable
length of cable to a jack plug.

For indoor use the plate can be attached to

Resistors
3.3i1 6W
R2 4.71(0
R1

R3 4.7kil
R4 4.7ke

JOIN
33S

R5 4.7k1)

With the assistance of aluminium grille, an

Isopon block (fibreglass) can be made to encase

the touchplate and wiring (leaving the front

R6 1kOs

All pA/ carbon ± 10%

exposed of course!).

Capacitors
C1

a door or doorpost using Blu-Tak, Plasti-Tak or
similar, for example, or bolts/screws as should
be for outside use.

TESTING AND USE
With the touchplate not plugged into the unit,

1000#F 15V elect.

C2 0.047µF plastic or ceramic
C2 0.047/3F plastic or ceramic

Semiconductors

TR1 BC108 silicon npn
TR2 BC108 silicon npn
TR3 BC108 silicon npn
TR4 BC108 silicon npn
D1 -D4 1 amp 50 volt bridge rectifier

temporarily connect a.330 kilohm resistor across
the jack socket and plug the unit into the mains.
On turning on at S1 a tone should be heard from

the loudspeaker. The pitch should be variable
by means of VR1. Switch off the unit at the
mains and remove the 330 kilohm resistor. On
switching on again, no sound should be heard
from the loudspeaker.

Miscellaneous

LP1, 2 mains neon (with built in R) (2 off)
push -on push -off mains switch
S1

The touchplate can now be tested by plugging

MT280 mains/6 volt 280mA secondary
(Eagle)

in at SK2 and placing your hand across the
touchplate. Sound should emanate from the
speaker for as long as the hand is across the

LS1

miniature loudspeaker with coil im-

FS1

pedance 80 to 100 ohms
500mA with in -line fuse holder to suit

Operation frequency depends on hand resistance, which varies greatly. The alarm can be

T1

SK1

SK2
PL1

PL2
VR1

chassis mounting mains Inlet socket
(Bulgin)
standard jack socket
mains plug to suit SK1
standard jack plug
470kn carbon log. or hn.

Tagboards: 11 -way, 4 -way; copper clad board

for touch plate; case; knob; mains cable;
two -core cable for connection of unit to touch
plate.

touchplate.

used in many types of environment, but outdoors

in rain or other severe conditions, the alarm
may double as a rain alarm if not properly
sheltered.

In outdoor cases, and in the case of it facing
a corridor along which a lot of people pass then
screws and the Isopon casing will prove of use.
Finally, provided the instructions are adhered
to, the unit will he electrically, safe, and mothers

need not fear for their children operating the
device.

JACK PLUG & FAMILY...
WHAT DO YOU MEAN,

I MUST HAVE A LOOK AT THAT
WAA WAA PEDAL, DAVE. THE
SOUND'S ALL WRONG.

THE SOUND'S WRONG?

M.
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WE HAVEN'T HAD A
SQUEAK OUT OF IT
YET, 30 HOW COULD
YOU KNOW THERE'S
SOMETHING WRONG..
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THE DIODE RECEIVER

will still be working. (Look, mum,

AERIAL

THE diode receiver (or crystal

HIGH

set, as it used to be called)

I

DIODE

CI

IMPEDANCE
EARPIECE

For one thing, it is easy to build
and get working. For another, it
will run virtually for ever at no
expense and finally it forms a

220pF

COIL
Obtain 100mm of 8mm (516 inch)

diameter ferrite rod and put on a
single turn of Sellotape. Now you
need about 1 metre of 38 s.w.g.

most valuable introduction to radio

theory and can provide an in-

copper wire. Wind on 16 turns
and bring out a coupling loop.

teresting test-bed for experimentation.

three capacitors and the diode

should be above suspicion, so it

is recommended that these be
bought. Notice that one capacitor
is a variable (tuning) type and

ought to be fitted with a knob to
prevent interaction from the
hand.
Construction is not particularly

critical and even the bottom of
a cardboard box will suffice to
hold the tuner. Connections

between components should be of
a fairly thin gauge plastic coated

wire. Solder joints are advised,
but not essential.

GOOD AERIAL AND
EARTH
A good aerial and a good earth

on the other hand are really

essential. The aerial should be 50
to 6(1 feet long and rigged as high
as possible. Copper wire is best,
but I have had good results from
control -line wire for model aero-

planes and even from a reel of
garden wire. The best results that

I ever got were from a disused

telephone line, but not a word to
Richard Marsh about that!

A very good earthing can be

obtained from

a jubilee clip

fastened to a cold water tap.
414

Wind on a further 34 turns,

COIL

receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
Crystal earpieces are common

these days and it is unlikely that
readers will have to buy one. The

settle for one particular radio
station, wind the following coil.

is more than just a museum piece.

The circuit of such a diode

no batteries!) Finally, when you

VARIABLE CAPACITOR
FOR TUNING

EARTH V.

Fig. 1. Circuit of a single diode

receiver.

Some readers may be a little
surprised that so far I have not

mentioned the coil. I have left
this until now for a very real

reason. The simple truth is that
in these days of crammed radio
waves almost any coil will pull
in some station or other. Try it
and see!

Fling a few turns of very fine
a 150mm
length of ferrite rod, leaving a
tapping loop out (marked X in
Fig. 1) after putting on one third
of the turns. Connect up-et
voila!-some radio station or
other! Turn the coil round and
you will get a different station or
copper wire round

group of stations. Substitute other

coils-any coil you happen to

have around-and the chances
are that each time you will be

able to pick up something. You
may not understand it, it may be
Swahili, or something, but you'll
get it.

If you have a number of dis-

carded diodes, try different ones.
Try turning them round-experimenting in this fashion will teach
you much more about radio in a

few hours than watching somebody else. Go away and leave it.
Come back in a week and the set

making 50 in all. Each turn
should be neatly laid by the side

of the others in a single layer

and the whole coil should take up
no more than about 25mm in the
centre of the rod. Secure the coil
with another single layer of
Sellotape. This coil will, with the
capacitors specified,

give

you

medium wave coverage. Long
wave coils can be obtained from
stripped -down radio sets.

The fact that the receiver
works with no batteries is
adequate proof that there is
energy in radio waves. We receive
the signals and hear them

because of the energy put out by
the broadcasting station and it is
because we must provide a com-

plete circuit for the energy that
such a good earth and aerial is
required. Later, we can do some
experiments to study the nature
of radio waves.
The diode is a gadget that we
can also study later. Suffice to say

here that it blocks current in one
direction but not in the other. The

radio frequencies are picked up

by the aerial and amplified by the
tuned circuit (the coil and

variable capacitor) and detected

by the diode.
The final capacitor is chosen so
that it is reactive at audio
frequencies but conductive at
radio frequencies, thus only audio

frequencies go through the earpiece.
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readers will probably be familiar with
the "across the river" electronic and non-

MANY

t
Components

electronic versions of the puzzles involving a
farmer with hen, fox and corn or rabbit and
lettuce. Here is another electronic puzzle on the

same theme, but slightly harder to solve,

Switches

in-

S1 -S6

volving six people who wish to cross a river by
small boat subject to certain conditions as
detailed later.

MEN

d.p.d.t. miniature toggle switches

(6 off)

S7 push -to -make
button

release -to -break

push

Miscellaneous

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
The circuit diagram of the Couples game is

LP1

1.e.s. 12 volt 0.75 watt lamp

WD1 Bleeptone or similar 12 volt audible

shown in Fig. 1. Basically it consists of a parallel

warning device
9 volts type PP4
Case type BX56 as used in prototype (Home
Radio); lampholder to suit LP1; battery con-

lamp/audible alarm arrangement in series with
a bank of switches. Certain combinations of the
switches cause the lamp to light and the alarm

B1

nectors to suit Bl; insulated connecting wire.'

to sound when S7 is made.

The wiring between the switches has been
arranged such that if the switches are made in

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

lamp will, not light, nor the alarm sound when
S7 is depressed.

£3 to £7.50

COMPONENTS
The layout of the components within the

Depending' on
component. types
*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

the correct order according to the rules, the

at

case of the prototype is shown in Fig. 2 together
with complete wiring up details. The layout is

not critical and may be changed to suit in -

By ALAN SPROXTON
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Fig. 2. Layout of the components and cornplete wiring -up details within the case.

Photograph of the completed prototype

with base plate removed.

dividual requirements.

NEXT

The miniature switches specified can prove

rather expensive as is one of .the other items,
namely the Bleeptone. Larger, more generally

available switches may be used or even the
cheaper double -pole

double -throw . slide variety.

MONTH

The case will have to be made larger thereby
enabling the Bleeptone to be replaced by one
of the many slightly larger but cheaper audible
alarm units.

WIRING -UP

Wiring up of the unit must be carried out

using insulated wiring. First, with all the components to hand, a case should be chosen and

then prepared to accept the components, not
forgetting the battery, which when fitted in
place are to be wired up according to Fig. 2.
It will be necessary to drill some small holes

near to the position of the alarm unit to allow
the sound to be clearly heard.

RULES, CONDITIONS AND
MODE OF PLAY
The toggle (or slide) switches represent three
adjacent married couples, see photograph. The

Are you making the most of electronics? Look at
these useful projects which will be described in next
month's Everyday Electronics.
No other hobby can rival the range of interests and

possible applications offered by electronics. And
Everyday Electronics comes up with an exciting

selection of designs every month. It doesn't do to
miss even one month!

FERMENTATION
INDICATOR...
An electronic bubble watcher for
wine makers. Ingenious unit built
into a conventional airlock. A
flashing light tells all!

object of the game is to get all the people
across the river without making a wrong move.

The game starts with all the switches in the

down position (pointing towards the name tags)
representing the couples on one side of the river
bank. Crossing the river is accomplished by

pushing the switches up. Now the boat available for crossing the river can hold no more
than two persons at any one time, therefore no

CLUNK -CLICK
JOGGER...

more than two switches can be moved at a time.

This simple circuit warns the motorist to
-belt-up". A wise safety precaution and it

The husbands are all very jealous and, will
not allow their wives to be in a party with the
other men unless they themselves are with

may soon be law! So be prepared With this
electronic reminder.

them. After each move the push button S7 must

be operated; a wrong move will be indicated
by the lamp lighting up and the audible warning being sounded.

Before you start just try a quick test. Move
Sue and Joy across the river, then press the
button. No sound or light should be noticed.
Put back Sue and Joy where they were. Now

Also...

Sid and Jim across. This time you will get a
buzz and a light. This is because Sue and Joy
are left in a party which includes a man (Mat).

and

Capacitance,Inductance
& Resonance Tester

move Jim and Joy across and again there should
be silence. Bring Jim and Joy back. Now move

Electronic Thermometer

Put back Sid and Jim.

Right off you go-you have to get all the

switches from bottom to top, moving them one

or two at a time without a buzz. Don't forget
the boat has to be brought back by somejie
each time, and don't forget to check after each
move by pressing the button.

It can be done, and when you have mastered
smallest number of moves

it, see what is the

you can do it in.
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

everyday
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August issue on sale Friday August 20

Don't risk missing your copy of next months E.E.
Place a firm order with your newsagent now!
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IHI4INI
By A. P. STEPHENSON

Part Eleven
INTRODUCTION

A.C. Theory is concerned with the behaviour of
coils, capacitors and resistors towards voltages
and currents which are varying in a sinusoidal

manner. The equations which follow are true
only for sinewaves.

SW,
The kind of voltage variation known as a

sinewave

is shown in Fig. 11.1a. There are several important
features and check points which re9uire understanding and memorising.

Peak voltage

+ve

(Vu)

ONE CYCLE: ---34

There are two peak voltages, one positive and one
negative. The total voltage across these two peaks is

called the peak -to -peak volts (I/) or by the more
descriptive term "swing".

-77

PEAK VALUE
R.M.S. VALUE

80°

2700

1

TIME

Root mean square or r.m.s. value

-

(Vrms)

The r.m.s. voltage is 0.707 of the peak value and is

so useful

calculations that, unless otherwise
stated, it is taken for granted that the term "voltage"
in

means the r.m.s., value, i.e. there is really no need to

write Vrms. The r.m.s. value of a sinewave is that
voltage which a d.c. voltage must be in order to
produce the same heating effect in a resistor.
Example

The peak value of the mains is actually 335 volts but

O 707. of this is 240 volts which is how the mains is
usually described.

The Instantaneous value (v)
The instantaneous voltage is the voltage at some
specified instant of time so it can only be represented
by an equation involving time which is v
sin 27r ft
where t is the time elapsed since the last zero (which
was reached by rising from a negative value). This last
proviso is important because there are two zeros in a

cycle.

The Average Value

( Vav)

I

I

PERIOD

-

-ye
Fig. 11.1a. Important features of a sinewave.

because the interia of the pointer would be unable to
follow the changes of polarity. The average value over
half a cycle is useful and mathematics tell us that Va,
24/7t = 0.64 V, approximately.

The Period

(T)

This is the time taken to complete one sequence of
variation or "cycle".

The Frequency (f)
This is the number of cycles per second and is:.

f = 1IT
The unit is the hertz (symbol, Hz, and is equal to one
cycle per second).
The mains frequency is 50Hz, so its period is 1/50

Over a full cycle, the average value must be zero

second. Audio equipment has to deal with fre-

direction and never getting anywhere.
If we put a sinusoidal voltage across our voltmeter
it would simply tremble around the zero volts mark

f.m. radio is in the one hundred MHz range. Colour

because the voltage is continuously changing its

418

quencies within the range 20Hz to about 20kHz, while

television is even higher frequency, but is low in
comparison with radar.
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in which case one cycle equals 360 degrees, half cycle

The Time Axis

The horizontal time axis on the sinewave graph
can be calibrated in actual time in seconds (or ms,

equals 180 degrees and so on. The more scientific
way is to divide it into radians: one radian is equal to
57 degrees of arc, and one cycle equals 2n radians.

When a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a resistor
the current flowing is calculated by normal Ohm's
law and the frequency is unimportant.
With coils and capacitance however, the current
which flows is absolutely dependant on. frequency.

Fig, 11.2b. The current flowing

/LS etc.). It is also convenient to divide it into degrees

Another fundamental difference is the manner in
which the current is opposed.

Resistors oppose current simply by a kind of
molecular friction leading to heat, but coils and

capacitors oppose by developing a voltage which is
acting against the supply. This "back voltage" effect
is called reactance but is measured in "ohms".

Inductive Reactance (XL)
Inductive reactance (see Fig. 11.2 (a) ) is the
opposition in ohms of a perfect coil, i.e. no winding
resistance. Such a coil, although not quite achievable

in practice, will in future be called an inductor or
sometimes an inductance. The formula for calculations is

24L ohms
Example

An inductance of 0.1 henry is across a 10 volt,
50Hz supply. The reactance of the inductance is

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

is just enough to produce a
voltage across C which balances

the supply. The opposition is

CURRENT FLOWING

INTO AND OUT
OF THE PLATES

Xc ohms.

so, because we define a current as a flow of electrons

or charges, there must be currents circulating. The
higher the frequency the greater the circulation so it
is not altogether surprising to learn that:
1

Xc - 24C ohms
(The higher the frequency, the less the opposition.)
It is very important to have at your fingertips how
XL and Xc behave to changes of frequency. Although
the formulae themselves give this information, it is
often more informatively shown in the form of a graph
as in Fig. 11-2c. These two points should be noted (i)
for zero frequency, Xc is infinite but XL is zero (ii)
for infinite frequency, Xc is zero but XL is infinite.
The graphs are shown for some constant values
of C and L, but it should be clear from the equations
that XL increases with the value of L but Xc decreases
with the value of C.

XL = 27-t x 50 x 0.1 = 10/r - 31 -4 ohms. The current is

therefore / = V/XL = 10/31.4 amps - 0.32 amps.
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE XC

XL-=-427rfl.

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

CHANGING
CURRENT

Xc=-

27(fL

Fig. 11.2a. The induced e.m.f.
just balances the supply voltage
acting in opposition to XL
ohms.

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE XL

Capacitive Reactance (Xc)
It is difficult to imagine how a capacitor, which is

essentially two plates separated by an insulator, can

pass a current. The answer is simple-it can't! At
least it can't pass current straight through, but by
virtue of its capacity to store electrons, a current can
flow into its plates and out again see Fig. 11 -2 b.
Thus an:a.c. voltage across a capacitance causes a
continuous flow of electrons into and out of the plates

The phase angle is the fly irithe ointment to students
of a.c. and is responsible for the sickening number of
equations which pollute the pages of text books. It is
all due to the inherent laziness of current in inductive

circuits (see previous graph of L/R time constants
Fig. 10.3b) and the laziness of voltage in capacitive
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

FREQUENCY

Fig. 11.2c. Graph showing how XL increases but Xc
decreases with frequency.

circuits (see graph of CIA times constants in Fig. 4.6a.
The current in a pure inductance is always lagging

behind its voltage by exactly 90 degrees but in a
capacitive circuit it is the voltage which 'is lagging
behind its current by 90 degrees. it is conventional
however to state (and remember) these facts in a
419

00

900

180°

270°

360°

(0°)
450°

(901°)

(mei

540°

630°

these angle differences ("phase -angles") by vector

diagrams, i.e. straight lines drawn at some fixed

angle to each other. To distinguish between lag and

lead, which after all are purely relative terms, the

TIME

0

convention is that "all vectors are assumed.to rotate
anticlockwise"; Fig.11.3b shows how vector diagrams
can be used to show phase angles between voltages
and currents.
VOLTAGE

Fig.

11.3a.

Phase

difference

between

CURRENT

sinewaves.

The "heavy" curve is "leading" the "light" one by 90
degrees, so the latter is "lagging" by 90 degrees.

slightly different way: Current Lags in inductive
circuits Current Leads in capacitive circuits.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11.3a but does require a
little assistance. A "leading" waveform is one which
reaches its positive peak first!
It has been customary for many years to represent

It is very seldom that practical circuits will contain
only a single capacitor or inductor, in most cases
there will be mixtures which include resistors as well.
The general term for any mixture of either XL, Xc, or
R is called impedance and because it represents the
combined opposition, is measured in ohms. For any
complex network, the current is always,

is

0

CURRENT

such as XL has a 90 degree phase shift between its
voltage and current. When we draw the vector
diagram for such a combination and perform a little
pythagarous we find that the resultant opposition Z
is y (32
42) )
5 ohms instead of 7, see Fig. 11.4a.
For Xc and R in series, see Fig. 11.4b. Those of us

who remember a little trigonometry will see that the
angle between Z and the reference dotted line I can
be found from the equation,

e

current.

The trouble is finding Z for a particular network
because here we meet some weird kind of arithmetic.
For example we might expect that a 3 ohms resistor
and 4 ohms inductive reactance in series would have

an impedance of 3 + 4 - 7 ohms. But this would be
ignoring the effects of phase angle.

CURRENT LEADS ON VOLTAGE
BY 90 DEGREES

Fig. 11.3b. Phase angles in vector notation.

Vs

where Vs is the supply voltage and 1s is the supply

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE LEADS ON CURRENT
BY 90 DEGREES

.-R
tan -1

X

-- tan -

4
1

3

tan

1.33

which from mathematical tables yields 0 = 53-13
degrees. (Anyone who can't be bothered with trigonometry needn't worry-just draw the ohms to scale

and measure the resultant Z with a ruler and the
angle with a protractor).
3 OHMS RESISTANCE

The current through and the voltage across a
resistor are in phase with each other but a reactance

RESULTANT

IMPEDANCE=5OHMS

RESULTANT

IMPEDANCE=5OHMS

R AND Xc
IN SERIES

Fig. 11.4b. Using vectors
Fig. 11.4a. Using vectors
R AND XL
IN SERIES

3 OHMS RESISTANCE

420

to find impedance of R
and XL in series.

to find the impedance
z

of R and Xc in series.

From all this we can write general equations as
follows:
R and XL in series Z = %/(R2-

XL2), 0 = tan -XLR
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VS

R and Xc in series Z = V(R2 + Xc2), 0 = - tan -1 Xc

We can also draw vectors which illustrate how

voltages divide and they would be exactly the same
as in Fig. 11.4a and b, except the horizontals would
be VR, the verticals Vr., or Vc and the resultant Vs;
Fig. 11.4c shows the voltage distribution for a 5 volt

V 5V

supply across a 3 ohms resistor in series with a 4 ohm

inductive reactance. To justify this we note that
Z = V(32 + 42) = 5 ohm which makes the current

va--IS

/ = 5 volts/5ohms = 1 amp. This makes VR = IR = 3

volts and VI, = /XL - 4 volts.

Some readers will, quite rightly, look at the voltages
of Fig. 11.4c with horror. What has happened to old
Khirchoff-why don't the voltages add up to 5 volts?
The answer is that Khirchoff in a.c. theory must be
re -worded to "the Vector Sum of the voltages must

A useful little dodge to simplify the appearance of

vector sums and to aid their manipulation

is to

introduce operator j. The symbol j before a number
(or symbol) means rotate 90 degrees anticlockwise.
Thus instead of drawing a vector diagram for R, XL
and 2, we can convey the same information by writing
R

Also, by using (-j) to represent 90 degrees clock -may be
wise rotation the equation for R, Xc and
written as, 2 = R jXc.
(The "dot" over the Z is a warning that the equation
is in vector form). Equations written in this way are
called Rectangular Form, i.e. in terms of the rectangular components of the resultant.. The j terms

are called imaginary to distinguish them from the
non j terms which are called real.

Fig. I1.4c. Voltage vectors of a series LR circuit.

equal the supply voltage". In general if A and B are

at right angles, the vector sum is V(A2 +

B2)

instead of (A + B).

if you touched j1000voltsl

There is an alternative method of expressing a
vector known as Polar Form in which the resultant
is given in the form of a magnitude (called the

modulus) and an angle (called by another silly name,
the argument). Thus a polar form equation would look
something like

i-IZIarge or V=1 VI arg
A numerical example may help the understanding
and to distinguish the difference between polar and
rectangular form.
Example

A series combination of 3 ohms resistance and 4
ohm inductive reactance would be written in rectangular form as Z = 3 + j4. If we now convert to polar
form it becomes

j(32 + 42) arg tan -1
i2
-1
02)

1

NEGATIVE REAL

POSITIVE REAL-

1

5

1

arg 53°

3

It is a little more difficult to convert from polar to
rectangular but study of Fig. 11.4a plus a little elementary trigonometry will show the method; If
Z

THE ARGAND
DIAGRAM

`..t.=

=j

5

1

arg 53° then R ----5cos53° and XL = 5sin53°

which gives Z = 3 + j4 back again.
Those of you who possess scientific calculators

may be able to perform these conversions direct-it is

-j (OR i3)

Fig. 11.5a. The so-called Argand diagram.

Resistances are always drawn horizontally and
vertically in vector diagrams, hence
horizontals are real, verticals are imaginary. The
reactances

Argand diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 11.5a.

becoming quite common place for these devices to
include "Polar to Rectangular" (or vice versa) at the
touch of a button.
More Complex Examples

Previous calculations have been simple in two

respects, (a) the chosen figures 3, 4, and 5 is a natural
set of numbers which ensures easy arithmetic and (b)

which may help to explain these absurd terms.

only two components at a time were involved.

root of a negative number so they say that j is

handled, the rule is, "add the resistors, then add the
j terms separately until the network reduces to one
jX.
resistor and one reactance in the from Z = R

imaginary. An unfortunate choice of terms because
there would be nothing imaginary about the coffin

simply convert this to Polar Form.

If j means rotate 90 degrees, then (j x j)" brings the
vector to -1 which means j2 = (- 1) or j = V(-1).
But mathematicians refuse to believe in the square
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If

a multitude of series components are to

be

To find the resultant impedance and phase angle
421

tiffigIbIrdt.)
x.

...

41g1Nti!iiii5

EXPERIMENT IIN

4. Using the meter on the 10V range, measure the
voltage across A8. The meter should read zero because the 5 volts present is pure a.c. which has an

To demonstrate half wave rectification.

WARNING
These experiments involve connecting the bell
transformer to the domestic electricity supply. So it
is wise to learn an elementary rule at the outset.
This rule is just the common sense acceptance that
240 volt 50Hz mains is lethal and no experiments or

voltage measurements must be carried out on the
primary 240 volt side of the bell transformer. if you
have no previous experience or are very. young, it is
wise to enlist the aid of someone experienced to connect up the primary cable and the mains plug for you.

Always switch off at the mains when making
adjustments and keep the plastic cover in position on the transformer.
PROCEDURE
1. Assemble the components as shown in Fig. 11A.1

using twin mains cable from the primary to the live
and neutral of the plug. Leave the switch on the
Circuit Deck in the off position. The speaker and
capacitor will be used later.
2. Insert the mains plug and switch on the mains.
Wait a few moments, keeping an eye out for smoke or

other signs of protest from the transformer.

3. Close the switch Si and lamp LP1 should light
which proves two things-the transformer is doing its
job and the secondary circuit is safe because if there
was a lethal voltage the lamp would have blown.
Fig. 11.4.1. Wiring details and theoretical diagram for
Experiment 11 A.
LPI
6V dOmA

average value of zero.
5. Connect the speaker with the 100,uF capacitor in
series across AB, and note the faint 50Hz hum. The
speaker, due to its very small size, is capable of

responding efficiently to such a low frequency. if
you have a larger speaker you can try it out but
remember the power dissipation! If your speaker has
say an impedance of 8 ohms, direct connection across

the 5 volts r.m.s. winding would deliver a power of
(5)182 = 3.13 watts. If your speaker is less than this
power rating the speech coil may be damaged. It
would be wise to connect the 50 ohm potentiometer
in series to reduce the power if there is any doubt.
Disconnect the speaker before continuing with the
next step and unscrew the lamp.
6. Measure the voltage across the 1 kilohm load, R1.

Because the, diode is now in series producing half
wave rectification the meter should read the average
voltage which is Vp/.7 minus the small drop across the

diode. The transformer is stated to deliver 5 volts

r.m.s. which is 5 x 1-41 - 7.07 volts peak and therefore

7-07pr = 2,25 volts average. Allowing for the diode
volts drop expect something around 2 volts although
reasonable deviation should not cause undue alarm
(or disgust with a.c. theory) because bell transformers

are not high accuracy devices-neither is the mains
supply.
7. Connect a 1000/.4F capacitor in parallel with the load
resistor R1 (remembering an electrolytic has poarity).

This should bring the d.c. voltage across the load
almost up to peak volts because of the reservoir
action. Measure this voltage, which should be around

5 x 1.41 - 7.07 volts. Note the capacitor has about
trebled the voltage available.

100pF
IN5401

An 0.1 henry coil is carrying a.c. current
at a frequency of 500Hz. 'What is the inductive
reactance?
11.2 At what frequency will a 100pE capacitor
11.1

WARNING!
RI

REPLACE

1kil

COVER BEFORE
SWITCHING ON

have a reactance of 10 ohms?
11.3

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

If the r.m.s. voltage is 20V what is the

peak to peak voltage?
11.4 If a 230 volt supply is across a 1000 ohms
impedance, what current will flow?
11.5 Write the impedance (in rectangular
form) of the fallowing circuits:

1-1

(a) R=8 ohms; XL=3 ohms; X0=7 ohms

01

(b) R=22 ohms; Xe.--= 17 ohms; XL=5 ohms.
11.6 Convert to polar form:

sr 4C1

(a) Z-=8±j34-j28

LPI
6V

40mA

r,
240V 50Hz
A.C. MAINS
FUSED MAINS
PLUG I 1 AMP FUSE)
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SI
3V

RI

ika

(b) Z=5i-j10-j5

Answers
09-17 2-Te
LO L =Z
(q) 0L2
01 =Z (r) 911 "LI f-sc-Fgz-z
(q) Lc -21+9=Z ( e ) 91i 'sdulE MO VII
'siloA 179g
`zH6gI
'sunio i7W
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required to hand over the card

to a girl, who posted it into
another slot. Immediately an IBM

golfball typewriter sprang into
action and typed out and itemised (completely accurately) an
account of every drink bought.
All the "purchase" slots through.

out the hotel were linked to a

s seam--

central computer.
I encountered a similar system
recently in Japan. There, the

.

hotel bedrooms were equipped
with refrigerators which, at the

,7.

push of a button, dispensed (very

expensive) drinks. Each button

was, again, directly linked with a
central accounting computer.

In the lift of a Tokyo hotel

By ADRIAN HOPE

one day I was worried by what

appeared to be the sound of wild

birds trapped in the lift shaft.
CITIZENS BAND
Low long will the Home Office
1 be able to maintain its
II

position over refusing to allow

Citizens Band Radio in the U.K.
-and is its position justified or
not?

These are two questions

which have already been touched
on in this column and which we
shall doubtless be returning to in
the future.
To re -cap briefly, the Home

Office has the power to say yea
to CB radio in the U.K.
and the Post Office is entrusted
with enforcing the current nay.
But

although it is illegal to

manufacture, import or use CB

transceivers, they can quite
legally be bought, sold and
advertised.
The official reason for refusing

to allow CB use is that although
the sets are all nominally tuned

only to the frequencies around
27MHz,

they

may

generate

spurious harmonics which inter-

fere with normal reception of
radio and television. But is inter-:
ference really a real risk?
CB is now a way of life in the
U.S.A. and several Continental
countries (including Germany)

and so far we have heard little
about actual interference problems.
Also

there has been a
credibility gap in the U.K. on the
whole business of interference

some very questionable
arguments over "jeap-ordising
vital services" were used to

since

justify the legal sinking of the

pirate radio ships. But if readers

have any concrete evidence of

CB interference problems, here or
abroad, do please tell us.
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

REGULATIONS

A point little appreciated, but
important to note, is that if anyone is contravening the laws of
the airwaves it is probably the
Home Office for refusing us permission to use the 27MHz bands
for GB!

The Radio Regulations agreed
by the International Telecommunication Union at Geneva in
1959 clearly set aside the 27MHz
band for "industrial, scientific and
medical" use and added the proviso that "radio communication
services operating within those
limits must accept any harmful
that may
be
interference
experienced from the operation
industrial, scientific and
medical equipment". In other
of

wards, if you use the 27 megahertz band for voice: communica-

tion you cannot complain that
hospital

equipment

paging systems

are-

bleep
interfering
or

with you.

But the clear and inescapable
implication is that we, should be
entitled to use the band for voice
communication if we wish.

It is always interesting to see
different countries

apply

modern technology to everyday
life. A friend staying recently at
a large Paris hotel was given a
perforated card and told it would
answer his every need.
enough, it did.

foyer.

It turned out to be elec-

tronically produced imitations, of

wild birdsong. The irony is that
in one of the ancient temples in

Kyoto a much more pleasant

sound of imitation birdsong is
produced by the ages old system
of mounting the floorboards on

squeaky nails.

VIDEO GAMES

Video games are even more

fashionable in Japan than here and

on the Continent. In Osaka I
n o flee d several amusement
arcades with all manner of sophis-

ticated extrapolations from the

basic video ping-pong game with
-which we are all now so familiar.

One required a driver to steer
the video image of a car round
a tortuous track; another enabled

him to shoot down UFO's; and
another took the form of a rifle

range, with a light sensitive rifle

pointed at the screen obliterating a bright video target whenever a "hit" was scored.

The most fascinating of all

gadgets

CREDIT CARDS
how

Then I heard the same sound in
the restaurant- and again in the

Sure

In each bedroom a refrigerator
contained drinks which could be
released by the simple expedient
of posting the card momentarily
into the requisite slot. When he
checked out of the hotel, he was

was

a

colour

video

game, in which several contestants back the winner of a horse
race.

The console contains a

range of different video cassette
tapes (or more likely film cassettes

scanned by

a

telecine

system), which are selected and
displayed on a large colour TV
screen, completely at random.

Each film is a version of a horse
race, but with a different winner.
To play the game the contestants
place a bet to predict the winner;
and there is automatic pay -up to
whoever has backed
play on the screen.

the dis423

ut ELECTRONICS

By Peter Verwig

THE ROYAL NAVY
contributor Peter Verwig explains what working in electronics is all
about, how to prepare yourself for a rewarding career, and the job
opportunities available in the world's fastest growing industry.
1976

issue

of

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS I des-

cribed a career in the Merchant
Navy as a ship's radio and electronics officer. A few readers,

nearing or at the end of their
courses, wrote that they were

having great difficulty in getting
an appointment and expressed the

opinion that the tone

of the

article was far too optimistic.

Of course they were right on
the first point and the reason is
not hard to find. A large number
of ships have been laid up during

the world trade recession and,
because of the shortage bf jobs

course now would not
complete training until 1978 and
by that time we all hope that
world trade, on which we all
depend for our prosperity, will
ing a

once again be at a high level of

activity.

EMPLOYERS CHOICE
The present situation is that for
nearly every form of occupation

the balance is in favour of the

employer. From a stream of appli-

cants for every vacancy he can

pick and will pick only the cream
and quite wisely so. That is why

ashore, many sea -going officers
have naturally tended to stay in
their present positions who would
otherwise have elected to leave
the service and created more sea-

I have stressed over and over

going vacancies.

ticular job equally as well as a

On the second point, that of

presenting the story in a tone of
optimism, it needs to be remembered that a young person start-

again the importance of obtaining professional qualifications.

concentrate on assessing factors
like personality and enthusiasm.

Remember too, that all employers have to be much more
careful these days in their selection of people. A few years ago
an employer, if he took on a "bad

It may be true that a person

rectify matters by the simple expedient of instant dismissal. To-

day the employer is far more
circumscribed in what he can do.
It is right that employees

should enjoy protection from unfair dismissal and have other

forms of protection but this has
had its effect in making employers

far more selective in the first
instance.

This month I have chosen the
Royal Navy as a career for intelligent young people who like the
idea of long term security laced
with an active and often adventurous life. The Royal Navy will
train you in electronics, encourage your promotion up through
the ranks, will look after you in
sickness and health, pay you well

while you are serving and give
you a cash gratuity or pension,

or both, when you leave depending on your length of service.

without, say, ONC can do a par-

ENLISTING

person with ONC or even HNC,

But don't imagine that you can
just walk into a recruiting office
and sign on in one of the Royal

but when applying far a job at

least your prospective employer
knows that you have the ability

Sea King, anti-submarine warfare helicopter.
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in the form of a certificate, he can

egg" by mistake, could easily

A career in electronics is an exciting prospect! Month by month our

N THE April

to absorb knowledge, have been
able to express yourself well and
demonstrate your knowledge and
skill through an examination process and, as you have the proof

Navy's technical branches because

these are regarded as being for

Computer Assisted Action Information System
(CAMS) installed in H.M.S. Torquay.
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the elite. The Royal Navy is just

as careful as any civilian em-

ployer in selection of engineering
recruits. In fact more so, because
as well as the natural intelligence

to succeed in a trade, the Royal

Navy also looks for character and

leadership qualities and a high
standard of physical fitness.

If you are accepted, you represent a very heavy investment
in

training

and

re-training

throughout your career and such
investment is not made' lightly.
And because of its heavy investment in people, the Royal Navy
tends to favour the .long -service
engagement.

A Shorts Seacat surface-to-air missile leaving the launcher.

THE ROLE OF THE NAVY
In thinking about the Royal
Navy as a career you will no

from other friendly naval forces
and air support, where all move-

there is' great pressure from some

tracked, threats evaluated with

based on the Integrated Communication System Stage 3

priate weapon deployment

can be built to any degree of

doubt reflect on the fact that
quarters for cuts in defence expenditure and this may lead you

to believe that a naval career has
little long-term prospect. This is
not so.

The form of the Royal Navy
may change in response to new
tasks and new defence technology, as it has done ever since
the days of Nelson, but the need
for an efficient navy is as great
as ever it was. In fact new tasks

are at hand in the protection of
Britain's oil installations in the
North Sea and possibly in the
Celtic Sea if oil or natural gas is

found there, and the Royal Navy's
role in NATO is well established
and the need for strong participation is increasing rather than
diminishing.

It is true that in numbers of
ships the Royal Navy of today
shows a big reduction, but this

is more than compensated for by
increases in mobility, more effec-

tive sensors of all types, and
infinitely, more powerful weapons
systems.

ments of

friend and foe are

the aid of computers, and approde-

complexity. It can not only provide all the external radio links

undertaken without actually seeing an adversary with the naked
eye, the whole tactical situation

ship -to -ship,

A complete action can be'

being

displayed

electronically

and the weapons trained onto

targets and fired automatically.

Action Data Automation (ADA)
systems of
varying complexity depending
upon the level of computer participation. For example, a compara-

tively low-cost system may employ

only computer

assistance

rather than a fuller measure of

control and the system then
becomes a Computer Assisted
Action information System
(CAMS) which still retains a
high level of human decision making.
Some idea of the complexity of

such equipment can be gathered
from the digital display system
ordered from Plessey for H.M.S.
Invincible which alone represented a contract worth £1 million.

If we turn to another area,

nated naval operations in the past

world to have a fully operational

ship, except for the smaller sizes.
is no longer fought from the traditional bridge but from an
operations room below, which is
crammed with electronic displays
and data-processing equipment.

tions system. This is the SCOT

This is the nerve centre which
accepts all the inputs from the
ship's own radars and sonars,
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(ICS3), a modular system which

cided.

.ELECTRONICS AFLOAT
naval communications, we find
Perhaps the best example of equally dramatic advances. The
Royal Navy was the first in the
how electronics has now domitwenty years or so is that the

of radio communications, modern
technology in the Royal Navy is

shipboard

satellite

communica-

system, supplied by Marconi and

operating through the Skynet II
military communications satellite,

also built by Marconi, launched
id

November

1974

into geo-

ship - to - shore, and
ship -to -air for tactical and strate-

gic use in the low, medium and
hi. bands but also has an interface to v.h.f. and u.h.f. systems

and controls distribution of messages and facilities throughout

the ship.
Various users,

ing of messages.

IC,S3 has been such a marked
success that a similar system is

to be fitted to the next generation

of warships under construction
for the Royal Netherlands Navy
"S" class frigates.

It would be quite easy to take
up the whole of this article with
brief reviews of other technical
developments in surveillance, target illuminating and tracking
radars, in underwater sonar

equipment, and in missile guidanice

In the more traditional sphere

systems, or even in new

advances

in

ship's

navigation

systems. Let it suffice that for
any given volume of space, the
modern

warship will have

a

higher density of electronics than
is to be found anywhere except,
perhaps, in a modern military aircraft such as the MRCA Tornado.

FIGHTING' FIT
What emerges from' the above

stationary orbit 22,000 miles up
over the Indian Ocean.

for example,

can be rapidly switched to any
equipment. A feature is a telegraph message handling system
with electronic storing and sort-

is

that the Royal Navy needs

men with exceptional skills to
425

dent) in fighting fitness.

levels (including mathematics and
a science subject) you might
qualify for a shorter training

ability, your prospects can be

tion.

keep this technical equipment (an

which it is now wholly depenIf you believe you have good

period and, thus, faster promo-

bright as an artificer which
involves a four-year apprentice-

All artificer apprentices spend
their first year at' H.M.S. Fis-

ship.

The artificer in the Royal Navy
is primarily a technical manager

able to trace faults himself and

to direct the necessary repairs. If
he stays in the ranks he can rise
to Fleet Chief Petty Officer drawing over £80 per week but many
artificers graduate to officer rank

and nearly half of all engineer

officers in the Royal Navy started
their careers as artificers.

QUALIFICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS
All artificer candidates must be
between 16 and 21 years old and

they are selected by interview
and aptitude tests at a Naval

Careers Information Office of
which there are some 60 throughout the British Isles.
Successful candidates (who

must be medically fit) are then
required to pass a written qualifying examination in three subjects, Mathematics, Science and

English, unless they are exempted

by having appropriate passes at

"0" levels or their equivalent.
Details of the exemptions and
copies of previous examination

papers can be obtained at R.N.
Careers Offices.

If you already have four "0"

Plessey Type 195 Dunking Sonar
fitted in a Sea King helicopter.

gard at Torpoint near Plymouth
which, with naval overtones, is
very much like a technical college accommodating some 500
students.

From the start the apprentice
artificer wears the appropriate
uniform, the double - breasted

choice.

On completion of his third year
the young apprentice is promoted
Artificer 3rd Class which is Lead-

ing Rating. The following year
he becomes Artificer 2nd Class
(Petty Officer) and after one or
two years more he may expect
to become Artificer 1st Class,
Chief Petty Officer at the age of
23 or 24, drawing pay of some
£70 per week.

jacket and peaked cap. His duty
time is broadly divided into 45
per cent in the classroom, 20 per

MECHANICS

mainder on general navy training
and other activities including
sport. He may also spend a week

standard, you can join as a mech-

cent in workshops and the reat sea. There are three terms in
the year with 21 days' leave at
the end of each term.
After the first year, students go

for advanced training to one of

three

establishments, A.M.S.
Caledonia, H.M.S. Collingwood

or H.M.S. Daedalus. The first is
for marine engineering, the
second and third, respectively, for
advanced training in weapons and

aircraft and it is in H.M.S. Col-

lingwood or H.M.S. Daedalus that
future electronics artificers are to
be found.

The specialities of particular
interest to readers of E.E. are

Control Electrical Artificer, Radio
Electrical Artificer, Radio Electrical Artificer (Air), and Electrical
Artificer (Air).

If you are too old for entry as
an artificer apprentice or feel
you are not quite up to the
anic at any age between 16 and
33 and still get your training at
H.MS. Collingwood or H.M.S.

Daedalus. If you are showing

particular promise you may be

selected for advanced training to
artificer standard and attain P.O.
or C.P.O. rank, but you can also
reach these ranks as a mechanic
or mechanician.

DEGREE COURSE
If you are a high-flyer in the
academic sense you can read for
your engineering degree with the

Royal Navy and get a commission.
The Royal Naval Engineering
College runs degree courses or

you can take a University Cadet-

ship, and read for a degree at
the university of your choice,

spending up to six weeks a year

in the RNEC workshops. It is also
possible to enter the Royal Navy

ACTIVITIES
The titles conceal rather than

with a commission if you have

looks after the electronic computer, the navigation equipment
and submarine detector equip-

potential recruits ask is "if I join

reveal the scope of activities.
The control artificer, for example,

already graduated.
One of the first

ment, while the radio artificer not

am I stuck with what may become
a lifetime of misery? Can I change
my mind?"

general

wants is unhappy people. Yes,

only has responsibility for the
radio

communications

equipment but also surveillance
radars and ether specialised

equipment including that used for
signal cryptography.
One problem is getting a place

in the speciality of your choice.
Your aptitude will be assessed
during your first year but there
is also the question of immediate
vacancies and the future requirements of the Service. In practice
about 80 per cent of apprentices
get their first choice and anyone
with a real flair for electronics
should manage to get into one of
426

the four electronics categories
even if not one of their first

questions

The last thing the Royal Navy

you can opt out with an early
discharge

during

your

initial

period of training but you may
have to pay £20 for the privilege.
You may also, when signing on,

opt for what is called a Notice

Engagement which allows you to

give 18 months' notice of inten-

tion to leave.

The Career Engagement runs

for a full nine years plus 12 years

on reserve with the option of

signing on for longer periods. The
Career Engagement carries a
higher rate of pay.
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

SIIOP

TALK

By Brian Terrell

,FROM time to time we feature
in

Everyday

Electronics, circuit

designs for musical effects units
such as Fuzz, Waa-Waa, Tremolo
etc. for use with electric guitar,
electronic organ etc.

Olson Electronics have made avail-

piezo ceramic type which works from

able the case shown below in the

5-16V, takes only 10m a,, and produces

photograph. The case has a gentle
sloping front panel suitable for
mounting a footswitch, made from

a clear penetrating tone. The price

18 s.w.g. steel plate; the base, internal
welded edges, is made from 20 s.w.g.
steel plate.
The size of the case is 205 x 100mm
being 50mm tall at one end and 25mm
at the other. The lid is removeable.

The case is designated M20 and is
hammer finished in a range of
colours comprising orange, blue and
silver-grey. The cost is £260 including V.A.T., post and packing and is
available from Olson Electronics Ltd.,
5-7 Long Street, London E2.

2W Amplifier
Although there is a high component count for the 2W Amplifier
project, no difficulties should be
encountered in obtaining them. The
transformer used in the prototype and
shown in the wiring up diagram

appears somewhat unusual on the
primary side. In fact the type used
had two 0-120V windings connected
in series.

A problem encountered by many

The "triple" input sockets used

designers and constructors is finding

are not essential and single ones may

a suitable case to house the com-

be substituted. The case used to

pleted

house the unit is a matter of individual

circuitry.

ideally the case

needs to be of metal for screening

choice but for those readers who

purposes.

wish to use the one in the prototype,
this can be obtained from H. L. Smith,
Edgware Road, London.

Normally effects units are to be

situated on the floor to be operated
by foot (for speed and convenience)
and so must be of robust construc-

tion and able to take a "bashing",
with the top panel strong enough to
hold a footswitch. Another important
factor is that the case size should not

be too large, but large enough to
house a component board, reasonable battery size, several controls and

Input and output sockets-usually
jacks. Finally the cost of the case
must be reasonable.

With these requirements known,

Couples
To enable the components to be
fitted in the case chosen by the
author for the Couples Electronic
Game, the choice of components was
rather limited to miniature types
which tend to be expensive. If the size

of the case is unimportant to the

including postage and V.A.T. is £1 .88.

S.W. Recei ver
There should be n o buying problems for the S.W. Receiver project.
Your local Radio/TV repair shop
should be able to help out with the
supply of the valveh older.
You will note that a different coil

is required for each of the ranges
discussed in the article. If you have
difficulty in obtaining these coils, you

can obtain them from the manufacturers, Denco (Clacton) Ltd., 35719
Old Road, Clacton -on -Sea, Essex.
The costs are L1.08 for 1 coil, £200

for two coils, and £2.99 for all three.
These prices include V.A.T. and
post/packing.

Touch Sensitive Door
Alarm
The components for the Touch
Sensitive Door Alarm should not
present any purchasing headaches.
Note that the 3.3 ohm resistor called
for is a high wattage type. If you use
a lower wattage than specified your
attention will be drawn to this fact by
smoke rising from the unit.
Although an Eagle type M280 trans-

former is specified in the component
is by no
means critical as any mains/6 volt
250 to 300mA secondary will do. In

list for this project, this

fact the M280 has

an additional
secondary winding redundant in this
application.

Help!
It helps us to help you if you always

mention this magazine when purchasing

parts for

our projects-

wherever they are coming from.

constructor, then standard, and
cheaper components may be used.
The most expensive single item in
the unit is the Bleeptone. If one looks

through the advertisements and/or
in local electronic component shops,
many cheaper audible alarms such as
buzzers and bells will be found.

As mentioned in the article, the
d.p.d.t.

Photograph of a prototype version

of the Olson type M20 case. The
production models will have
countersunk screws.
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

toggle switches may be
replaced by the relatively cheap and
readily available slide types. The
battery voltage and its capacity will
eventually be determined by the
audible warning device chosen which
will also affect the bulb rating.
An alternative sounder has recently

been introduced by ITT and is now
available through R.S.T. Valve Mail
Order Co., 16a Welifield Road,
London SW16 2BS. The sounder is a

"Try counting the sheep in your headnot on your calculator."
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couples this into the gate of TR1, but it rejects

other signals. Capacitor Cl provides an a.c.
return to earth for one end of the tuned winding.

The potential divider formed by R1 and R2

provides a small forward bias to the gate of TRI,
which is coupled to TR1 gate via the tuned wind-

ing of Li. Variable capacitor C3 is the main

tuning capacitor, and C2 is the electrical band spread capacitor.
The field effect transistor, TR1 operates as a
regenerative detector, and consists basically of
a grounded source r.f. amplifier having L2 as its

drain load. This stage is purposely biased in
such a way that it distorts the r.f. signal by
amplifying one half cycle of the signal more
than it amplifies the other. In this way it acts
as a form of rectifier, and thus detects the r.f.
signal.

The detected output appears at the junction

of L2 and R3, and is coupled to the output socket

via C7; C8 filters the r.f. content of the output
signal leaving only the audio signal.
Decoupling for the source bias resistor of TR1,
R4, is provided by C5 and C6; C6 provides de coupling at audio frequencies, and as electrolytic

SHORT UWE RECEIVER
Uses ready -wound plug-in coils for
extensive range.
ALTHOUGH this receiver uses only a single
active device (a field effect transistor), it
provides reception of a large number of amateur

and broadcast stations over a wide range of

frequencies. Plug-in ready-made coils are used
to extend the coverage. Frequency coverage is
from approximately 1-67 to 31-5MHz in three
ranges, the coverage of each band being
approximately as follows:
Range 3 I 67 to 5.3MHz (180 to 57 metres)
Range 4 5 to 15MHz (60 to 20 metres)
Range 5 10.5 to 31.5MHz (28 to 9.5 metres)

The range numbers quoted are those used by
the manufacturer of the ready made coil units.
As so few components are used in the design,
it is very inexpensive and simple to construct.
The current consumption from the PP3 battery
is a little less than 1. milliamp, the receiver can
be used extensively for many months before the
battery becomes exhausted. -

THE CIRCUIT

By R.A.PENFOLD

capacitors are not very efficient at high radio
frequencies a separate r.f. decoupling capacitor
is used, and this is the function of C5.

Regeneration is applied to the circuit from

the drain of TM via a third winding on Li. The
level of regeneration is controlled by VR1, and
C4 provides d.c. blocking.

Regeneration is the process of sending some
in -phase r.f. signal from the output of TRI, back
to the input for amplification for a second time.

This will have the obvious effect of increasing
the amplification of the circuit, and perhaps less
obviously, it will increase the distortion level of
TR1, and so increase the detection efficiency of
the circuit.

If too much regeneration is applied, the circuit will oscillate continuously, and so VR1 is
kept adjusted just below this, point in order to
provide the best sensitivity.

oft ,,Nce, ESTIMATED COST*
GtADja

OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

-

The complete circuit diagram of the receiver

£8.00 including

is shown in Fig.'.
Signals received by the aerial are coupled into

coils but excluding
case

selects the signal at the desired frequency and

*Based on prices prevailing
time of.going to press

the primary of M. The tuned winding of Ll
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Short Wave Receiver.

METALWORK
The front panel of the receiver is home made
from 18 s.w.g. aluminium, and is 150 X 115mm.
The layout of the components on the front panel
are shown in photograph below.
Construction of the front panel is quite
straightforward, except for the three small
mounting holes for C3. The positions of these

are most easily located by making a paper or
cardboard template using the front of C3 as a
pattern. The three holes are all drilled for 4BA
clearance, and are all countersunk. Three short
4BA countersunk screws, which, incidentally,
are not supplied with C3, are used to mount the

latter. Make sure that these screws do not
penetrate too far so as to foul either its fixed or
moving plates, and if necessary ,space it off the
front panel slightly using some washers or 4BA
nuts, so as to prevent this.
The 16 s.w.g. aluminium chassis measures
150 X 100 X 50mm (approx.), and can be pur-

the prototype receiver, with pin 1 towards the
front of the receiver, see Fig. 2. A solder tag is
mounted on each of the mounting bolts of the
coil -holder, on the underside of the chassis. A
3mm diameter hole is drilled near one of the
tags of C3, where a lead connecting C2 .and C3

to the under chassis wiring will pass through the
chassis. Do not carry out any drilling while C2
and C3 are mounted on the panel, as this could
easily result in them being damaged.
The general layout of the chassis can be seen
clearly in the accompanying photographs, and

although the exact layout is not critical, this
general layout should be adhered' to. Do not

mount the coil -holder too far forward, or it will
be difficult to wire it up.

chased ready made., The front apron of the

chassis is drilled to match the lower part of the
front panel, and then SK3, Si, and VR1 are used
to fasten the chassis and front panel together.
The rear apron of the chassis is drilled to take
SK1 and SK2, and the battery mounting bracket,
which is mounted by two short 6BA bolts..
A 19mm diameter hole is required for the coil holder, and this is best cut using a 19mm chassis

punch. The two smaller mounting holes for the
coil -holder should be drilled far 6BA clearance
using a No.3 twist drill, and their positions are
located by using the coil -holder as a template.

Ensure that the pins of the coil -holder are
orientated into the same position as those on
Everyday Electronic; August 1976

Rear-view of the prototype unit.
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Components
Resistors
R1

2 20 kil

R2
R3
R4

4 -7kL1

Mill§

27k
4.7k11

All +W carbon ± 10%

Capacitors
22nF plastic or ceramic
C2 25pF air spaced variable (Jackson C804)
C3 365pFair spaced variable (Jackson type
C1

00)

C4 82pF polystyrene or ceramic
C5 22nF plastic foil
C6
C7

1 00,uF 10V elect.
10/2F 10V elect.

Photograph showing the front panel of the
receiver.

C8- 10nF plastic foil

length of insulated 7/22 or 18 s.w.g. aerial wire,

Semiconductor
TR1

set out of doors, and as high as possible. A
length of 20 metres or more is preferable,

MPF102 n -channel field effect

transistor

although it is not

Miscellaneous
VRi

4.7k1) carbon tin.

S1

onjoff toggle

L1

Denco

miniature

an

absolute necessity for the

aerial to be quite this long.
A short indoor aerial will provide reception
dual

purpose

coil

Green Ranges 3, 4 and 5 (3 off or as

required)
10mH r.f. choke (Repanco CH4)
SK1, 2 wander sockets 1 red, 1 black (2 off)

of a number of stations, but results will not be
comparable to a proper outdoor aerial.

An earth connection merely consists of a

9 volt type PP3
Aluminium chassis size 152 x 100 x 50mm 16
s.w.g. or material to build; 18 s.w.g. aluminium

metal plate, pipe, or other metal object having
a fairly large surface area, buried in moist earth
a couple of feet or so down. A short lead made
from a fairly heavy guage wire (aerial wire is
suitable) is used to connect this to the receiver.
An earth is not really necessary for reception
on Ranges 4 and 5, but is virtually essential for

pointer knobs; one large diameter knob for

good reception on Range 3, as is a long aerial.

L2

SK3 B9A unskirted valveholder
SK4 3.5mm jack socket.
B1

for front panel and battery bracket; two
tuning; crystal earpiece (or headphones
4000 ohms) fitted with 3.5mm jack plug.

NOTES ON USE
When initially testing the receiver it is best to
use Range 4. The desired range is selected by

WIRING
A point to point wiring system is used, and is

plugging the appropriate coil into the coil -holder.
Plug a pair of high impedance headphones, or if

Clean and tin the solder tags and leads of the
'components before trying to solder them. Where
More than one component is connected between
the same two points (as are R4, C5, and C6 for

switch the receiver on. Start with VR1 adjusted

shown in Fig. 2.

instance), they should first be connected together, and then soldered into the rest of the

circuit. Make all the wiring as short and direct
as possible, insulating the leads where. there is
any danger of a short circuit occurring.

To finish the receiver, transfers, including
dials around VIII, C2, and C3 if required, can be
affixed to the front panel as seen in photograph,
and then the control knobs are fitted.
AERIAL AND EARTH
With any receiver of this type a good aerial
is absolutely essential for good results to be
obtained. A suitable aerial consists of a long
430

preferred a crystal earpiece, into SK3, and

almost fully anticlockwise.
Adjusting the main tuning knob will probably

provide reception of a few stations, and if VM
is gradually advanced in a clockwise direction,

the number of stations should increase. The

volume from these stations will also increase.
If VIII is advanced too far the detector will
break into oscillation, and there will be a tone of
varying pitch as the set is tuned across a station.
For maximum sensitivity and selectivity VR1
should be adjusted just below this point. It will
need readjustment virtually every time either
C2 or C3 are adjusted, in order to keep the re-

ceiver properly peaked.

For the reception of c.w. (morse) and s.s.b.

sideband) signals, VR1 should be
adjusted just beyond the threshold of oscillation
so that the detector is just gently oscillating. The
(single
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bandspread control is then adjusted to give the
required c.w. pitch, or in the case of an s.s.b.
transmission, to clarify the signal.

On strong s.s.b. signals VR1 can be further
advanced if 'there is a loss of audio quality

.caused by the detector being swamped; c.w. and
s.s.b. are the main forms of -transmission used
on the amateur bands.
Fine tuning is rather difficult using the main
tuning control, and so C3 is set to.the part of the

band which. is to be searched for signals, and
then C2 is used to scan this area of the. band. As

C2 has. a much lower value than C3, it only
covers a small part of the range, and so tuning
'is much less cramped using C2.

Range 4 is likely to be the range of major
interest as it contains most of the popular s.w.
broadcast bands, and will usually provide re-

ception of a number of interesting 'stations.

Range 5 provides reception of the h.f.
bands, and the level of activity on this range will

depend very much upon the prevailing atmospheric conditions at the time. Included in the
coverage of this band is the 20 metre amateur
band, which. is the best amateur band for DX
listening. Range 3 covers the trawler band, and
will provide reception of numerous maritime
transmissions. Probably of principal interest on

this band though are the 80 and 160 metre

amateur bands.
Note that the coils as supplied have their cores
screwed right in. In .use the core of the Range 5

coil should be adjusted so that about 4mm of

the metal threaded part of the core is protruding
from the top of the coil. The Range 3 and Range
4 coils are similarly adjusted, but so that about
lOrnin of this metal thread protrudes from. the
top'of the coil.
El
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the last one at Birmingham Inter-

national.
I mentioned that, due to British

Rail, this would be as easy to
visit as Olympia, and I was right.
I boarded the train at Euston at

11.40 a.m., had lunch on the train,
and at 1 p.m. as I was paying the
bill, we were pulling into Birmingham International. I was very impressed with' the sheer size of the

halls, and my only criticism,

is

that I think a few more seats
SOMETIMES wonder, if, while

I

we have been dabbling into

the realms of electronics, we. may

-have 'inadvertently strayed into

realms that the gods regard as
their exclusive territory, and in

return they are exacting a terrible
revenge. I assure you it's all
happening. They have placed on
Earth an assorted group, of
cretins,

morons,

and incompe-

tents, put them in a little box at
Westminster where they now con-

trol our fate.
The first

step was 'to make

them introduce a scheme of tax.
called. V.A.T. This caused a fair

number of bankruptcies, suicides,
besides causing many component
dealers to be incarcerated in
asylums. This obviously failed to

assuage the gods anger, so they
made the little men bring out a

multi -rate V.A.T. and to complete
the job shower us with regulation

upon regulation of which I here
give you a sample :
"Delete the whole of Note (4),
and the operative date and substitute the following: (4) Item I
of -the items overriding the excep-

tions relates to item 1 of the ex
432

-

cepted items; Items . 2 and 3 of
the items overriding the exceptions relate to item 2 of the excepted items and items 4 to 6 of
the items overriding the exceptions relate to item 4. of the excepted items."

Jolly stuff isn't it? You do not
like it? Repeat it a second time,
it might grow on you. To me it
sounds like a Marx Brothers
script, but more non-sensical!

Bear in mind this is one part,

of one page, of one pamphlet, of
which we have had so many in the
last few years, that even laid flat,

one upon another would now
measure a foot high. The bigger
joke is that this V.A.T. was sup-

could be provided for the weary.
One aspect which depresses me,
is the way the Postal Service has
deteriorated lately. At the begin-

ning of the month of May, all

Sunday collections were discontinued and the last collection from
my local box is now 5.15 p.m. instead of 6.45 p.m.
The amateur constructor is

bound to depend on mail order
services for 90 per cent of his
wants, because even if he is

London based, component shops

are very few and far between,

and the difficulty in the provinces
must be even greater.
_

Now the most likely time he

would be sending off -his orders is
the week -end. As it stands, unless
he catches the early post Saturday

posed to simplify everything (their
word not mine). Those of us who

morning, it will not be collected

whom the gods would destroy,

other mail order firms to do as we
have done. Arrange for their customers to open accounts, and then
install an answerphone. We have
run this system for about six

have survived have only done so
by pretending it is not there. Well
you know what they say, "Those

they do first make mad."
Turning to more pleasant things

which is not difficult, in my last
article but one, J talked about ex-

hibitions; now at least three of
them are over. All splendid shows,

but I will just briefly talk 'about

until Monday, which means that I
and my colleagues will not receive
it until Tuesday or Wednesday.

I think the only answer is, for

years. It works extremely well,
and I think the facility is much

appreciated by the enthusiasts.
Everyday Electronics, August 1976'

By
R .A.PEN FOLD
A compact mono amplifier for a variety of needs.
AMONG

the most useful and popular

of

electronics projects are the various types of
amplifier that frequently appear in the amateur
electronics journals. Although most of these are
designed for some specific purpose, the amplifier
described here is a general purpose unit which

signal sources, such as musical instruments,
tuners, ceramic and crystal cartridges,. etc.

CIRCUITRY

output of up to 2 watts r.m.s. is available. The
unit is mains powered but has a very low hum

For the sake of simplicity the circuit has been
based on an audio amplifier integrated circuit.
Apart from reducing the number of components
required, thus bringing the unit within the scope
of the beginner, this also gives economic
advantages over a discrete component equivalent. The complete circuit diagram of the

The output power and distortion figures are
not up to hi fi standards, but listening tests show
that the unit provides a very acceptable volume

The preamplifier is based on a common
emitter amplifier, TRI; Re provides a degree of
negative feedback to this stage, which reduces

is

equally well suited to being a workshop

amplifier as it is to being used for entertainment
applications.
When using an 8 ohm speaker a good quality

and noise output level.

and output quality.
A brief specification for the unit .is shown in
the table below.

There are three inputs to the amplifier, each

providing a different input impedance and
sensitivity. Together these should cater for most

amplifier is shown in Fig. 1.

noise and distortion and increases the basic

input impedance of the stage.
Each of the three input sockets is coupled to
the base of Till via its own series resistor, and
d.c. blocking capacitor C2. The purpose of the

series resistors is to increase the input impedance and reduce the sensitivity of the preamplifier to the required levels. These resistors,
together with the input impedance of TR1, in
fact form three simple attenuators.

There is some loss of treble response at

inputs 1 and 2 due to the high values of 111 and

fOil
GutrAsoNix

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£8.00 plus case
*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press
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R2 combining with the input capacity of TR1

to form a treble cut filter. The treble tone
control can more than compensate for this loss,
however.

The output from the collector of TM is

coupled to the tone control networks via C3.
These can provide both cut and boost of the
bass and treble responses; VR1 is the treble
control and VR2 controls the bass.

This is a passive tone control system and
therefore has a considerable loss of signal
between its input and output. However, the

output stage is quite sensitive, and requires an
input of only about 20mV for full output. This
high gain is used to compensate for the losses
in the tone control networks.
POWER AMPLIFIERS

The volume control (VR3) is fed from the
output of the tone controls and in turn feeds

the non -inverting input of the integrated circuit
type TBA820.

Negative feedback is internally applied to the
inverting input (pin 5), and an external resistor
(R11) and capacitor (C8) are used to decouple

some of the feedback. These set the voltage
gain of the device at the required level. With

R11 at the value shown, a voltage gain, of about
46dB (200 times) is produced.

Capacitor C9 decouples the positive supply
line to the preamplifier section of the i.c., and
helps to reduce the level of mains hum at the

output; C12 reduces the high frequency response
of the device, which would otherwise extend well
beyond the audio spectrum with the consequent
risk of instability restating.
Capacitor C10 forms the capacitive section of
an R -C network connected across the output of

the device. These compensate for the fact that
speaker impedance rises with frequency, and
they thus aid stability.
Components C11 and R12 provide what is
termed "bootstrapping", between the output and
driver stages. This produces .a higher efficiency
by providing a higher output voltage swing for
a given supply voltage.

The output is coupled to the speaker via a
d.c. blocking capacitor, C13; Cl, R7, and C14
are supply decoupling components and these
prevent instability due to positive feedback
through the supply lines.
POWER SUPPLY
As the TBA820 i.c. has no form of thermal
shut down protection circuitry, it must not be

run from a potential greater than about 12V

when using an 8 ohm speaker. It is then impossible to damage the device through overheating.

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the 2W Amplifier.
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A speaker of less than 8 ohms impedance must
not be used.
It is safe

to use a speaker having an
impedance of more than 8 ohms, but the
maximum
reduced.

available output power will be

In order to ensure that the TBA820 is
operated safely, a regulated power supply is
'used. This provides an output of about 12.5
volts.

A centre tapped transformer, T1 feeds a pushpull full -wave rectifier using Dl and D2; C15
provides considerable smoothing for the rough
d.c. output of the rectifier network.
Components R13, D3, C16 and TR2 provide an

emitter follower regulator and electronic
smoothing circuit of conventional design. Only
an extremely small ripple content is present on
the output, at TR2 emitter, the actual figure for
the prototype being 500 microvolts.

Photograph showing the prototype amplifier

with lid removed.

CASE
It is best to use a metal case as this will screen

shown for the mounting of components, as the

the wiring from possible sources of electrical
intereference. A ready made aluminium case is

requirements here will vary according to the
particular make of component employed. In

used for the prototype, and this has approximate
outside dimensions of 200 x 150 x 50 nun' and
has a removable lid.

many cases the components themselves can be

used as templates to help mark out the case

Any case of a similar size would be satisfactory, and it is not too difficult to construct

a suitable case from aluminium oneself.
The layout of the components within the case
is shown in Fig. 2. Detailed dimensions are not

ready for drilling. The beginner should not

attempt to radically alter this general layout.
The large oval cut-out for the input sockets

can be cut out using a fretsaw. With some
sockets it is possible to use the more simple
method of drilling three 8mm diameter holes to

Components .
Resistors
R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

1 -2MS)
470Id2

3.9k0
2.2MS1
1 .8kf2
10052
6_800

R8
R9
R10

4.7k11

R11

330

R12
R13

12052

27k52

27k0
6800

All 1W carbon +10%

Capacitors
Cl 100µF 10V elect.
C2 047pF type C280
C3

10uF 16V elect.

C4 2.2nF polystyrene

1111a

JOIN

33S

Potentiometers
VR1

100kS2 carbon log.

VR2 100kO carbon log.
VR3

1001d2 carbon log.

Semiconductors

TBA820 audio frequency 2W amplifier
IN4001 or similar
D2
IN4001 or similar
BZY88C13V Zener diode 13V 400mW
D3
TR1 BC169C silicon npn
TR2 AC187 germanium npn
IC1
D1

Miscellaneous

C5 22nF type C280

T1

mains/12-0-12V 500mA secondary

C6 6.8nF polystyrene
C7 68nF type C280

S1

d.p.d.t. toggle

C8 125uF 10V elect.
C9
C10
C11

50,uF 16V elect.
0.1,uF type C280
100,uF 10V elect.

C12 330pF ceramic
C13
C14

1000pF 16V elect.
100pF 16V elect.

C15 2200uF 25V elect.
C16 16uF 16V elect.
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LP1 mains panel neon with built-in resistor

FS1 500mA 20mm long fuse and panel
mounting holder
triple phono socket (1 off)
SK4 phono socket

SK1, 2, 3

Veroboard: 0.1 inch matrix Veroboard size
17 strips by 32 holes; 9 -way tagstrip; clip -on
heatsink for TR2; control knobs (3 off);
case size 200 x150 x 50mm (minimum); rubber
feet (4 off); mains lead
435
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accommodate the the terminals of the sockets.
Phone, DIN, and jack plugs are commonly used
as terminations on speaker leads, and the output socket should be of a type which is commensurate with the plug fitted to the speaker

important that the leadouts are well tinned with
solder. A dry joint is likely to result if the constructor ignores this advice.

Try to keep this wiring as short and neat as

possible.

lead.

In order to obtain a low level of mains hum
it is necessary for Ti and the component panel
(when completed) to be mounted at opposite
ends of the case.
The transformer is mounted using a couple
of short 4BA bolts, and the input sockets require a fixing of four short 6BA bolts. A solder
tag is mounted on one of the mounting bolts of

Ti, and another is secured under one of the

upper fixings of the input sockets. This last tag
is used as an earthing point for the outer connectors of the input and speaker sockets. It is
important to fit the mains input lead hole with
a grommet.

POWER SUPPLY WIRING
A 9 -way tagstrip acts as a constructional basis
for the power supply circuitry. A suitable tag strip can be cut down from a longer one; Fig. 2

shows complete details of the power supply

wiring.

Again, make sure that all leads and tags are
well tinned with solder prior to making a connection. As TR2 is a germanium transistor it is
easily damaged by excessive heat, and a heat shunt should be used on each leadout as it is
soldered into circuit; TR2 is fitted with a small
clip -an heatsink to help with heat dissipation.
A solder -tag is used to earth one tag of the
strip via one of the mounting bolts. The tag strip is mounted in much the same way as the
component panel, except using 6BA bolts. Once
it has been mounted, the remaining wiring can
be completed.

Photograph showing
components.

back

panel

mounted

COMPONENT PANEL
All the amplifier components, except the controls and R1 to R3, are mounted on a piece of
0.1 inch matrix Veroboard having 32 holes by
17 copper strips. Details of this are illustrated in
Fig. 3.

First cut out a panel of the correct size and

then drill the two 4BA clearance mounting hales

using a No.24 twist drill. The breaks along the

copper strips should be ode next, and if the

special tool for this purpose is not available, a
small hand held twist drill can be used.
The various components are then mounted
and soldered in, with the i.c. and TR1 being left
until last. Veropins were used at the six points
where leads connect to the panel.
The panel is mounted by use of a couple of
25mm long 4BA bolts. A couple of extra nuts
are used over each bolt in order to space the
panel a little way clear of the case.
Resistors R1, R2, and R3 are mounted on the

USING THE UNIT
It is advisable to thoroughly check the wiring

of any freshly completed project before connecting the power and switching on, but in
cases such as this where the mains is involved,

it is especially important.
An external speaker in its own cabinet is required, and this must be capable of handling at

least 2 watts r.m.s. and have an impedance of
8 ohms. A speaker having an impedance of
more than 8 ohms can be used, but with a 15
ohm speaker, for instance, the maximum output
power will be only a little more than one watt.
If in doubt as to which input should be used

for a particular piece of equipment, results

will usually be best if the least sensitive input
which gives adequate volume is used. Screened
leads must always be used at the inputs.
The desired input is merely selected by plugging the ancilliary equipment into the appropriate socket, with the other two sockets left
unconnected.

El

appropriate tags of the triple phono socket. With

the layout of Fig. 2, the lead which connects

these to the component panel is very short, and
need not be screened. The leads connecting the
panel to SK4 and the centre tag of VR3 are also
wired up at this point.

TONE CONTROLS
The tone controls are wired up using a point
to point wiring system. This wiring is shown in
Fig. 2 and is quite straightforward. When

soldering the components into circuit it
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ample, the 9LS00/74LS00 low power version
of the 7400 mentioned earlier, whilst the 9LS90/

74LS90 is a decade counter which can be used
up to about 50MHz and consumes only about
9mA.

TTL DECADE COUNTING
As a typical application of TTL devices, we
will discuss a decade counting circuit. Counters
are based on individual flip-flops which can, for
example, be made from two NAND gates with
the output of each gate connected to one of the
inputs of the other gate.
A typical decade counter is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The well-known 7490 TTL device performs the
actual counting, whilst the TTL 7447A device
changes the coding of the information so that
it is suitable for driving a Hewlett-Packard
5082-7730 light -emitting -diode

digital display.

The latter shows the state of the count in the

7490 as an illuminated red digit.
The circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 counts up to ten
and indicates one digit. If more than ten pulses
are to be counted, the output from pin 11 of the
7490 counter can be fed to the output of another

identical circuit which counts the number of
tens. The output from the latter can be fed to
further circuits until the required number of
digits is obtained.

The input pulses to the circuit of Fig. 4.1

must be standard TILL pulses. The voltage in
their 1 state should be between 2 and 5V, whilst
their low or 0 state should be less than 0.8V.

These pulses drive the 7490 counter which

contains four flip-flops and three gates. It counts

ANEW development is the recent introduction

by Fairchild of their low power Schottky
and micrologic family; these devices operate
with about one -fifth of the current required by
standard TTL devices, but can also operate at
higher speeds. This family includes, for ex -

in the binary coded decimal system but automatically returns to zero at the tenth pulse. The
7490 device contains a divide -by -two and a
divide -by -five counter in one package.

Fig. 4. 1. Basic TTL decade counter with digital
Le.d. display.
+5V

3 OR 14

16

INPUT

14

12

7447A
DECODER

7490

DECADE COUNTER

12

13

Ar_I

5082-7730
LED DISPLAY

14
11

10

2

15

EACH 150II

RESET

OUTPUT TO NEXT IDENTICAL
DECADE CIRCUIT.
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The reset line may be momentarily connected

via a 1 kilohm resistor to the positive 5V line
if it is required to reset the count to zero. Any

number of reset lines can be "commoned"
through 1 kilohm resistors so that all of the
digits can be simultaneously reset to zero.

The binary coded decimal outputs from the

7490

tubes instead of the 5082-7730 l.e.d. display. The

7490 outputs would then be fed to a 74141 decoder instead of the 7447A;'the 74141 changes
the binary-coded decimal signals to decimal in-

formation and its ten outputs can control the
current to the cathodes of the numerical indicator tube.

are fed into the 7447A binary -coded -

decimal to 7 bit decoder. This relatively complex device which contains a total of nearly fifty

gates and inverters provides seven outputs

suitable for driving the seven segments of the
5082-7730.

DISPLAY
The 5082-7730 indicator will fit into a standard dual -in -line socket. It contains the seven
segments shown in Fig. 4.2. When all are passing a current, the digit 8 is shown, but if all
except segment 4 are illuminated, the digit 0
is shown. Any of the ten digits can be displayed
by allowing a current to flow in the appropriate
segments.

COUNTING APPLICATIONS
Counting circuits, such as the ones described,

are used in a wide variety of applications including the counting of objects coming off a
production line and the counting of the pulses
from nuclear particle detectors. Counting circuits are also used in accurate timers where the
number of pulses counted is proportional to the
time interval involved.

An early use for counting circuits was for
pulse dividing in electronic clocks. The 50Hz
mains pulses were divided in frequency by 5
and then by 10 to produce 1Hz pulses. A seconds

counter displays the number of these pulses; at
the 60th pulse it is reset to zero and an output

pulse is sent to the minute counter. Similarly
the minutes pulses are divided by 60 to provide

the hour pulses.
2

3

Fig. 4.2. Arrangement of a
seven segment Indicator.

We shall see later that large numbers of
counting circuits are no longer used as individual integrated circuits in electronic clocks.

A single complex device performs all of the
functions required.

Continued next month.

It may be noted that whilst one could construct the Fig. 4.1 cricuit using separate bistable
circuits and gates, this would involve far more
effort than the use of the 7490 and 7447A m.s.i.
devices; in addition, the circuit would occupy far
more space.
The 7490 requires a current of about 32mA

(max. 53mA), whilst that required by the display depends on the digit being indicated. Maxi-

mum current is required for an 8 when all of

the segments are glowing and minimum current
for a 1.

In the Auto Cool article (July '76 issue), the fuse
rating quoted is a continuous rating, if a British type
car fuse is used this would normally be quoted at

its "Blow rating" and should thus be 10 amps to
pass 5 amps continuously.

Most British type car fuses now show both the

VARIATIONS
If the numerical display is not required (or
not required in all of the decades), the 7447A
and the 5082-7730 may be omitted where they
are not required.
If the 7490 is replaced by a 7493 integrated
circuit, the input pulse frequency will be divi-

ded by a factor of 16 instead of 10, but the
additional 6 states will not produce normal

digits on the display. A 7492 device can be used
to divide by 12. Division by many other factors
can be obtained using these devices.
Another possible modification involves the use
of gas discharge Nixie numerical indicator
Everyday Electronics, August 1976

blow rating (at which they are quoted) and the continuous rating (which is half the blow rating). Con
tinental car fuses are normally marked in continuous
rating as are normal mains fuses.
Not only is the British car industry the odd one out
It has in certain cases also developed its own symbols

for various other electrical items such as capacitors
and potentiometers, which all helps to confuse
everyone.

TEACH -IN 76
It has been brought to our attention by Mr. R. D.

Bonathan of Bristol, that under the heading 102

Electromagnetic Induction, the equation should be
x rate of
modified to read: Induced volts =
change of current.
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The Extra

ExicLtiary
ments
of

Prok5sor
Ernest

Evemure
by phony John Bassett
AT

FIRST Suzy and Bob SaW

what looked like a number

of ordinary TV -tennis and football electronic games, but each
having a number of extra control
knobs or buttons.

"See what you think of this

one," remarked the Prof., plugging one of the sets into the con-

trol console of a large viewscreen.
"At first it seems to be very much

like any other of the TV games
which are available, but with an
added feature of interest. I have
used a couple of random noise
generators similar to that which
Bob has just built, to inject low
frequency random noise into the
ball -position circuits.

"On the screen, one moving dot
is the 'ball' and two vertical lines,
which can be moved by means of
potentiometers controlled by the
players, are the players `bats'."

GOOGLY BALL
"Normally the ball moves in
straight lines across the screen,

but the random noise turns it into
a

'googly

ball', which

moves

rather less predictably, like one
of those trick rubber balls which
have a weight inside."

Bob and Suzy each took one of
the control -units which was wired

to the main cabinet of this first

games unit and enabled each

player to control a bat (for

tennis) or a 'man' (for football).
440

A switch allowed them to select
goalposts, tennis nets, etc., to

appear on the viewscreen according to the game being played.
As Bob switched on the unit a
tennis net appeared on the
screen, and Suzy immediately
pressed the 'serve' button on her
control

only just.
Whilst Bob and Suzy were playing on the electronic games

machine, the Prof. had been receiving a series of visitors, who
had each come along to consult
him on some kind of practical
problem.

unit. The moving dot,

which was the ball, appeared
almost

immediately,

moving

diagonally in a straight line towards Bob's side of the view screen.
Bob moved his bat into position

to intercept the ball, but as he
did so, Suzy leaned over to the

master unit and pressed the
`googly ball' switch.
Now the ball no longer moved

in a straight line, and Bob once

again found himself facing

a

moving dot controlled by random
low -frequency electronic 'noise'
signals.

"I can see that I can leave you
two with these electronic games

for a while-there are quite a

few different ones for you to try."
The random -noise generators,
together with the googly ball

switch circuit, make, these TV

games quite a lot more challeng-

ing and exciting, thought the

Prof.
However this was only the first

of the Prof's. experimental electronic games that Suzy and Bob
had tried, and after a while

although Bob was doing quite
well Suzy was still leading-but

CAPACITORS
The Prof's. experimental Robot
had been kept busy forming and
testing a number of electrolytic
capacitors, including one which
Suzy had brought.
The Prof., together with his
latest visitor, had been observing
Suzy and Bob as they played on
the electronic games machines,
and now as the Prof. brought the
visitor across to where they were

playing the latest match, at the

same time he delivered the electrolytic capacitor to Suzy.
"This capacitor is all right now,

Suzy," the Prof. informed her.

"One section was faulty, according to the tests performed by the

Robot, and it took a long time,
charging it at a low current to
bring it up to the correct working voltage. The other sections
not as bad, and they
reached the correct voltage much
more rapidly."
were

"How does the Robot know,
Prof. how long it should take to
test a capacitor which is not

faulty, and how long it should
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This hobby
brings big
rewards.

A soldering iron and a.screwdriver. If you
know how to use them, or at least know one
end from the other, you know enough to
enrol in our unique home electronics course.
This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You build, see and learn as, step by step, we
take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered and add a new
dimension not only to your hobby but also to
your earning capacity.
All the training can be carried out in the
comfort of your own home and at your own pace.
A tutor is available to whom you can write, at
any time, for advice or help during your work.
A Certificate is given at the end of every course.

Build an oscilloscope.

PLUS

2

As the first stage of your training,
you actually build your own Cathode
ray oscilloscope! This is no
toy, but a test instrument
that you will need not only for the
course's practical experiments,
but also later if you decide to
develop your knowledge and enter the
Read, draw and
profession. It remains your property
and represents a very large saving
understand
over buying a similar piece
circuit diagrams.
of essential equipment.
In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams,
understand the very fundamentals
of television, radio, computers and
countless other electronic devices
and their servicing procedures.

FREE GIFT!
ALL STUDENTS ENROLLING IN
OUR COURSES RECEIVE A FREE
CIRCUIT BOARD ORIGINATING
FROM A COMPUTER AND CONTAINING MANY DIFFERENT

I

COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE
USED IN EXPERIMENTS AND
PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE OF CURRENT
ELECTRONIC PRACTICE
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Carry out over 40
experiments
on basic circuits.
We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of
different circuits and turn the
information gained into a working
knowledge of testing, servicing and
maintaining all types of electronic
equipment, radio, t.v. etc.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new,
exciting and absorbing way, just clip the coupon for a free
colour brochure and full details of enrolment.
- 2. -I- - MI MI Ell MI - MI - MI In I
- =rim

Brochure without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO EEL 86
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept

I
I
I

P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME

I
I

ADDRESS
imo gni

======

mi

=====

(Block caps please) I
II
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ICS

TECHNICAL TRAINING
IN ELECTRONICS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential

to your success;knowledge that will enable you to take advant-

age of the many opportunities open to you,. Study in your
own home, in your own time and at your own pace and if
you are studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you are succeJstui

City & Guilds Certificates:
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate
Diploma Courses:

Echo -chambers. Variable time delay. Variable number 01 repeats
Uses cartridge tape (not loop) giving very long life. More versatile than other units costing several times the price!
F.M. Tuners. 8 -transistor chassis with stereo -decoder and L.E.D.
Indicator. Requires only 6 volts, 20ma.
-Stereo Amps. 3 -watt, Bohm. With knobs and Escutcheon
10 -watt Amps. 12 volt D.C. 3/8,15ohm output
Cartridges. Acos GP 104. Ceramic/Diamond
Cartridges. Acos GP 101. Crystal/Sapphire/Compatible
Speakers. 2r -8 -ohm
Speakers. Car Stereo, 8 -ohm, 5 -watt. in cabinets
Dynamic Tape Mikes with remote -control facility
Crystal Tape Recorder Mikes
Crystal Mike inserts with bracket
Indicators. 12 -volt L.E.D. in Chrome Bezel
"Bargain Bags" 4lbs Caps/Resistors/Transistors/Diodes
ALL ABOVE ITEMS PLUS 124% VAT

To: International Correspondence

1111 Schools

SINCLAIR 1C20
IC20 10W+10W stereo IC amplifier kit with tree
booklet and printed circuit £4.95,
PZ20 Power supply kit for the above £3.95.
VP20 Volume, tone -control and preamp kit £7.50.
SP2010W 4 ohm speaker for 1C20 £2 70.
CS2011 x 6 x 3In attractive case for IC20 £2.95.

Send sae for free leaflet.

JC12 AMPLIFIER

6W IC audio amp
with free data and
printed circuit £1-95.

DELUXE KIT FOR JC12
Includes extra parts for the pcb and vol, bass and
treble controls for mono version £216. Stereo model
with balance control £4-66.

JC12 POWER KIT

Supplies 25V 1 Amp

JC12 PREAMP KITS

Type 1 for magnetic pickups, mlcs and tuners.

Mono £150. Stereo £300. Type 2 for ceramic or
crystal pickups. Mono 88p. Stereo £1.76.
SEND SAE FOR FREE LEAFLET ON KITS.

S-DECS AND T-DECs*

S-DeC £2.24. T-DeC £4-05.
u-DeCA £4.45. u-DeCB £7.85.
IC carriers:
16

dii: plain £1-07.

with socket £2-21
10705: plain 99p. with socket £1-95,

FERRANTI ZN414

IC radio chip with data £134. Printed circuit and
extra parts for radio E3.45. Case 80p extra. Send sae
for free leaflet.

SINCLAIR PROJECT 80 AUDIO MODULES

£4.40
£1.50
£0.50
£0.35
£2.50

£090
£060
E0.20

£035
£4.00

PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT RELATE
SEND
ONLY.
STOCK
EXISTING

10p IN STAMPS. FOR FULL DETAILS OF
ALL THESE ITEMS PLUS OUR COMPLETE
STOCK LIST.
Fluorescent 12 -volt Camping Lights. 21" 13 -watt
12" 8 -watt

£490

-

£3.90

"Disco type 3 -Channel flashing light units. Built-in mike. No
connection needed to amp
Multimeters. A.C. 0-1000V. DC 0-1000V., 0-100 ma. 0-150kohm
Multimeters A.C. 0/1000 volts. 5 Ranges.
D.C. 0/1000 volts. 7 Ranges
D.C. current 0/10 ua to 0/500ma. 4 ranges.
Resistance 0/130 ohms. 0/100 megohms. 8 Ranges.

Decibels -20 to +62 db.

Panel Meters. 0/30 ua. 4*" x

369 Alum Rock Road,

£0.50
£1.00
£1.25

£130

£0.40

Above LID Free

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS

Fully assembled
with black
strap £20.95`.
With bracelet £22-95.

55 WAY SUPER

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS,'
Cambridge % £7.35. Scientific £895. Cambridge

Switched output £5.20
of 3, 41 6, 71,

Scientific £11.45. Oxford 300 £1330. Programmable
Scientific £2595. Mains adaptors: -for programmable
and Oxfords £3.19: for Camb. and scientific £315.

E0.30

POSTAGE, Below £10 50p

Birmingham B8 3DR.

SINCLAIR BLACK WATCH

£1450

£140

Double -sided

A. F. MILWARD,
Tel. 021-327 2339

£17.50
£3.50

£3-50

kit available.

"Fotolak" Light sensitive spray for printed circuit making
Developer for same
Ferric Chloride for etching
ALL ABOVE ITEMS PLUS 8% VAT

Address

£275

STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE PLUS

Soldering Irons. 15 -watt. Pencil Bit.
Servisol Switch Cleaner (with Snorkel)
Copper -clad Fibre Glass Board. Single -sided. Square toot

Dept? lOWIntertext House, London
SW8 41.11 or telephone 622 9911
Subject of Interest

£1290

TO

Colour TV Servicing

Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation
and Contractin

Ce

£3750

New switched model, 3 to 30V in IV steps. Fully

stabilized. 1A output. Kit £8-95. Assembled £1195.
2 Amp model. Kit £1095. Built £1395.
6 -WAY SPECIAL
9, 12V at 500mA

6 -WAY DOUBLE

RADIO MODEL £620
Switched output
CBM CALCULATORS*
776MD 7 digit/%/memory N/A. 796MD 8 digit/%1 3+3/41+41/6+6/
memory £5,98. 897D 8 digit/%/4 function memory 71 -1 -7}/9 -I -9/12-1-12V at 250mA. Also 15118/24V single.
£6-45. SR7919D 8 digit/memory/trig/log/PI/Powers/ 3 -WAY MODEL
scientific notation £1190. SRI800 10 digit scientific Switched output of 6(7i/9V at 250mA with 4 -way

£2055. SR4148R 14 digit rechargeable scientific with multi -jack plug and free matching socket £2.95*.
charger £2195. Mains adaptor for other machines RADIO MODELS
50mA with press -stud battery connectors. 9V £325.
£2-95.
£445.
6V £3-45. 9+9V 4.445. 6+6V £445.
CASIO CALCULATORS*
Pocket 8S 8 digits/%/const £6.95. Memory 8R 8 digit/ Also 9V 300mA £395.
%/memory/const £895. Pocket Mini P-810 8 digits/%,/ CASSETTE MAINS UNIT
memorY/constfiriniature fits into your shirt pocket 7jV output with 5 pin DIN plug. 50mA £3.45. 300mA
£895. FX20 8 digit/memory/trig/log/powers/scientific £3-95.
notation £16.95. Mains adaptors for all models £3-95 CAR CONVERTORS
NOVUS CALCULATORS*
Input 12V DC. Output 6/71/9V DC 1A regulated £475.
7506 digit £5.45.835 8 digit/%/constf sq. root/4 function BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS
memory £7.60. 4525 10 digit programmable scientific Send sae for free leaflet on range.
calculator £45 80.4510 £13.20.4515 £3765.4520 £2265.
100mA radio type with press -stud battery terminals.
Mains adaptor £4-20.
45V £195. 6V 0.95. 9V E195.

100mA double radio type with press -stud battery
MISTRAL I 25HR DIGITAL CLOCK KITS*
Includes pcb, power supply, case, I" display, chip and terminals 4W-i-41V £2.60. 6V -I -6V £260. 9V+9V
all parts. Kit £1095. Built £1250. Also Mistral 2, £2.80

100mA cassette type with 5 pin DIN plug. 71V Z195.
Stabilized 11 -way type transistor stabilized to give
low hum. 3/41/6/7i/8/12/15/18V. 100mA £315. 500mA
MODULE*
£485.
Complete module including r display and clock chip Heavy duty 13 -way types 41/6/7/81/11/13/14/17/21/85/
fully assembled on a 11" x 3" pcb. Just add a power 28/34/42V. 1 Amp Model £4.20. 2 Amp model £690.
supply, switches, etc. to produce a 24HR clock with Car Convertor kit Input 12V DC, Output 6/7i/9V
alarm and auto -dim. £855.
DC IA regulated £295.
SEND SAE FOR OUR DIGITAL CLOCK LEAFLET

deluxe assembled version with alarm and tilt sleep -over
facility £13 95.

NATIONAL MA100IH DIGITAL CLOCK

FM tuner £1325. Q16 £9-50. PZ5 £3.95. PZ6 £8.70
PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT £395.
PZ8 £9.10. Trans for PZ8 £560. Z40 £5.75. Stereo. Make your own printed circuits. Contains etching dish,
80 £11.95. Project 8050 £18'95. Quad decoder £14-95. 100sq ins of pc board, 1Ib ferric chloride, etch resist
pen, small drill bit, laminate cutter.
BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES
S450 Tuner £1895. AL60 £433. PAM £1345. MK60
audio kit £2720. Teak 60 £9-95. Stereo 30 £1595,
TC30 £4.60. AL250 £1615. Send S.A.E. for free data.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

SAXON ENTERTAINMENTS AUDIO MODULES

Post 30p on orders under £2, otherwise free. Prices
include VAT. (Overseas customers deduct 7% on
Items marked", otherwise 11%). Official orders from
schools, government labs. etc. welcome.

SA1208D £1895. SA608 £11.95. SA308 £9.40. PM120/1
£1145. PM1202 £1495. PM601/2 £9.95. PM301/2 £870

Send s.a.e. for free leaflet.
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SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. EE, PO BOX 68,
SWANLEY, KENT.

6-0-6V 100mA 95p. 9-0-9V 100mA 95p. I8V to £1.55.
0/12/15120/24/30V 1A £3.40. 12-0-12V 100mA £115.
0/12/15/20/24/30V 2A £505. 20V 2kA £2 20.
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take to form a capacitor which
is faulty?" Bob wanted to know.

"The first is easy to answer,
Bob. This can be found by the
definition of capacitance:
One Farad is the capacitance

of a capacitor which, when

"What causes the dielectric to

become thinner, Prof.?"
enquired.

Suzy

"The dielectric gradually dissolves into the electrolyte and

this reduces its thickness, especially if the capacitor is left stand-

ing unused for a long time, it is

wise to test and re-form any

working voltage, the value of the
capacitor should not go outside
the ratings of tolerance.
"With capacitors of low working voltage, below, say, 100 volts,

it is often possible to form the
capacitor up to a voltage 50 per
cent higher than its rated voltage. and sometimes even more,
and by this means you could trim
the value to the required number

charged with a current of one

aluminium electrolytics.

will undergo a change o; one
volt in the potential differ-

of microfarads. But remember

"So if the Robot knows the

earlier," said Suzy, "This capacitor has come from our spare TV
set, which has been in storage for
a while. Then I got it out again
because my young brother
wanted to watch the other

farads, and continually adjusts

my favourite science programmes

electrolytic capacitors where the
value can, be increased by dip-

amp for a period of one second,

ence between its electrodes.

"I wish that I had known that

value of the capacitor in micro -

channel at just the times when

VR1 and views the milliameter to
give a steady charging current as

on the capacitor failed and the

rises from zero towards the work-

to get home and put it back in

component tolerance.

starts!"
`There's no need to hurry off
right now", the Prof. said, invit-

the voltage across the capacitor

came on, and when I switched it
fuse blew. Now I should be able

ing voltage, he can easily calculate the time it should take, which
naturally varies according to

again before the programmes

"The capacitance stated on the

ing her to stay a little longer.
"You and Bob can both watch
the science programme on the

can of an electrolytic capacitor
is usually not an accurate statement of its value in microfarads,
but only an approximate guide.

"This is because it is quite difficult, during manufacture, to
accurately control the final

capacitance of the finished product, so that each capacitor in a

batch has a value slightly
different from that of most of the
others.

INCREASING VALUE
"Also the value of an electro-

lytic capacitor changes with time.
Usually the capacitance in micro -

farads increases slightly as the
capacitor grows older. This is be-

cause the dielectric slowly be-

comes thinner, and in effect this
decreases the distance between
the 'plates' of the capacitor. As it
becomes thinner, this not only in-

grant colour viewscreen which is
attached to one of my computers.

It has been fixed up to receive

colour TV, and also Ceefax, the
TV information service."
"Oh goody!" remarked Suzy,

"that makes me look forward
even more to the Science Programme.

"Can I ask you just one or two
more questions about electrolytic
capacitors, and what happens

when you form them?" asked
Suzy.

"Yes, certainly, Suzy," invited

the Prof. who, although he had
been answering the questions of
a number of visitors who had con-

sulted him whilst Bob and Suzy
had been playing on the experi-

rough,

dimensions."

considerably exceed the rated

may also cause the working voltage of the capacitor to fall below
the rated maximum. Then the
capacitor fails, like yours did,
Suzy.

"Another reason why the capacitance may rise, is that the surface of the aluminium anode may

become rough and pitted with
age, and this effectively increases

the area of the capacitor, as a
pitted surface has a
greater surface area than a
smooth one of the same measured
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ing capacitance.

"I have heard about variable

ping the anode deeper into

a

liquid electrolyte, and decreased
by drawing it out again. But
these are usually clumsy affairs,
as they depend upon the force of
gravity to keep the electrolyte in
place, and also there is the likelihood of difficulties in keeping
the electrolyte in good condition.
"Now variable capacitors of
hundreds, or even thousands of
microfarads are not, easy to produce. But electronic circuits have
been made to simulate them, and
these are very useful."
"This all sounds very complicated to me!" remarked the
Prof's.

visitor,

Dr.

Angus R.

Paterson, the foot specialist, who
had been dancing impatiently

from one foot to another whilst

Bob, Suzy and the Prof. had been
discussing electrolytic capacitors.
Dr. Paterson had a problem with

his patients which was why he
was visiting the Prof., but more
about that next month.
Continued next month.

mental electronic games machines,

showed no signs of tiring.
"Well, Prof., if when you put
an electrolytic capacitor through
the forming process, it thickens
the dielectric, will this not
change the capacitance? And if
so, could this be used to bring the
capacitance to a known value by
deliberately forming it to a voltage slightly different from its
rated working voltage?"
"When you form a capacitor,
yes it will have these effects. As
the dielectric becomes thicker the
capacitance will become less, as
this is equivalent to increasing

creases the capacitance, but it

that in a few weeks' time it will
probably have drifted away from
that value once again, so this is
not a very good means of adjust-

the distance between the plates
of a capacitor. But unless you

"This all sounds very complicated to
me!"
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heads need an uneven frequency
response, for equalisation, but
that's another story.
Devices such as crystal or electret microphones, which are

Down TO EARTH

capacitances, do need an even

Nti

By GEORGE HYLTON
MEASURING INPUT
IMPEDANCE
L. L. HAWKINS

of Newport,

piR.Gwent writes about a prob-

km which must afflict a number
of readers. "I am aware", he says
"that to obtain the best response

from an amplifier one must match
the source impedance to the
amplifier impedance. My difficulty

with a 10 watt valve amplifier is
that I do not know its input impedance".

So the question is, how do you
find out? Stripped of irrelevant de
tails, the situation at the input of
an amplifier is illustrated in
Fig.la. A source of signals (eg. a
microphone or gramophone pickup) is connected to the amplifier.

The source generates a voltage

Vs (Fig.lb). The signal source has

its own internal impedance Zs.
This is the source impedance re-

ferred to by Mr.

amplifier has an input impedance,

but as this impedance is nearly

source should deliver less than

its own voltage, reflect on the fact
that if you short-circuit the source
it obviously can't deliver any voltage at all!
This means, in terms of Fig.lb,
that a short-circuit corresponds to

RIN equal to zero. The current I
still flows, but there is no longer
any resistance across which VIN
can be developed. The whole of
Vs is absorbed inside the source,
as a voltage drop across Zs.

If Rug is now increased from
zero to higher and higher values,
more and more of Vs is developed
across it. In the limit, with infinite
RIN, the whole of Vs is delivered
to the amplifier.

Infinite RIN means that the

source is open -circuited as
opposed to short-circuited. For this

reason the output of a signal
source is sometimes described on
makers' data sheets as "open cir-

cuit output voltage" or "output
voltage into infinite load".

always a resistance (at audio frequencies) I'm showing it as RIN

IN PRACTICE

rent produces a voltage drop in

In practice, of course, the load
(RIN) is not infinite and some of
Vs is lost. To find out how much,

ceives not the full Vs but only a
portion of it. I've called 'it VIN

Common sense tells you that if
Zs equals RIN, half of Vs is lost

If it strikes you as odd that the

VIN. Common sense is a fine thing,

rather than Z1N.
Current I is driven by Vs
through Zs and RIN. Since this cur-

Zs it follows that the amplifier re-

you need to know both Zs and RIN.

here.

and the remaining half appears as

OUT

is a resistance. But if the signal

IN

SIGNAL
SOURCE

and it gives the right answer if Zs

AMPLIFIER

(a)

source is a capacitance (e.g.
crystal microphone) or an inductance (e.g. tape playback head) the
answer is wrong.
You find, if you measure it, that
when Zs equals RIN in these cases,

70 per cent of Vs gets through instead of the expected 50 per cent.

This is not a serious error, but a

serious consequence follows from'
it. If Zs is not a resistance but an
inductive or capacitive reactance
then it varies with frequency. To
(b)

Fig. 1. Impedances and voltages
associated with source and
amplifier.
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get an even frequency response
it is necessary to ensure that RIN
is at least equal to Zs at all audio

frequencies (I should point out,
in passing, that pickups and tape

response, so I'll think in terms of
them from now on.)

If the source is a crystal microphone with a capacitance of 1000

picofarads and the lowest fre-

quency of interest is 32Hz then Zs
equals 5 megohms. So you can see
that getting a big enough RIN may
be a problem. Often, it's necessary
to use a high -input -impedance
buffer amplifier between the
source and the amplifier itself.

METHOD OF
MEASUREMENT
To get back to the question:
how do you measure RIO Great
accuracy is not needed, so an ohm-

meter type of measurement will
do. No need for bridges. One way

of doing it

is

to substitute an

audio signal generator (test oscil-

lator) for Vs and a variable resistor for Zs.

Set "Rs" to zero. Apply a small

Vs (not big enough to overload
the amplifier) and measure VIN.
Increase Rs until VIN falls by 50

per cent. Now Rs equals RIN. (You
can measure Rs on an ohmmeter,

or try different known fixed resistances instead, until you find
one which halves VIN.)

There are snags, because Vs is
in millivolts and also because the
impedance of the voltmeter, which
falls across RIN, reduces the
apparent input resistance. A high impedance millivoltmeter is

needed-and

of
course you
haven't got one.
Never mind. Switch your ordinary multimeter to its lowest "a.c.
volts" range and use it to monitor

the output voltage of the amplifier. So long as you make your

measurements at a fixed frequency, around 500 to 1000Hz, and
keep the signals down so that they

are well within the amplifier's
handling capacity the measurement will be

quite accurate

enough. The output voltage, as
before,

falls by half when Rs

equals RIN.

In general, the amplifier input
impedance is satisfactory so long

as it is greater than the source
impedance at all frequencies of
interest. This means that at least
half Vs is delivered to the amplifier input.
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FROM BI-PRE-PAK

Stirlim Sound Uroducts
UNIT 1 PRE-AMP/CONTROL
SUPERB VALUE AT

MORE POWER-LESS VAT

STEREO MODEL

GREATER VALUE

£1.80
WITH ACTIVE

SS.140 MIC.3

TONE CONTROL
CIRCUITRY

POWER

AMP.

more

constructors

Output -200 mV for SO mV in
Bass control-± IS dB at 30 Hz

of

Treble control-+ IS dB at

obtaining quality where price
has prevented it before. UNIT I
offers full stereo facilities, is
guaranteed and easy to connect

10 kHz

Balance control; volume con trol; }" spindles throughout

Operating voltage-I0 to I6V
MADE IN OUR OWN FACTORY IN ESSEX

up.

hard work

justable

Stirling Sound range of realistically priced constructional modules is going to assure many
many

Built for

Input sensitivity -50 mV, ad-

UNIT 1, latest addition in the

40 WATTS
R.M.S.

INTO 40

£3.95
+ 8% V.A.T.

Build and save with Stirling Sound
hi-fi 25W r.m.s. power amp. with a
fantastic distortion rating of only 0.04% at all

levels. 25W into 8 ohms using 50V supply
3W r.m.s. amplifier incorporating I.C/SL60745.
With current, short-circuit and thermal protection
SL.103-3 Stereo version of above
55.105 5W amplifier to run from 12V (31" x 2" x
SS.110
SS.120

Mk. 3 Similar to SS.105 but more powerful

SS.102

£3.25

£225
£275

£300

iS.195

5

Active tone control, stereo, ± 15dB cut and
boost with suitable network

SS.101

£175

into 4 ohms

* CONTROL
SS.100

£5.0

giving 10W into 4 ohms, using 24 volts

Mk. 3 20W module when used with 34 volts

Pre -amp for ceramic p.u., radio & tape with
passive tone control details

models to
choose from
Not only do these excellent power

£160

packs stand up unflinchingly to hard
work, inclusion of a take off point at
around 13-15 V adds to their usefulness and once again price value is
outstanding.
Add 50p for p/p any model.

Stereo pre -amp with R.I.A.A. equalisation, mag.,
p.u., tape and radio in.

* POWER STABILISER
SS.300

Add this to your unstabilised supply to obtain a
steady working voltage from 12 to 50V for your
audio system, workbench etc. Money saving and
very reliable

Made to serve for years

* F.M. TUNING
SS.201

Front end, geared drive capacitor tuning, 88-108
MHz. AFC facility

SS.202

I.F. amp A meter and/or A.F.C. can be con-

SS.203

SS.312
SS.318
SS.324
SS.334
SS.345

nected (size 3" x 2")

Stereo decoder

For use with Stirling Sound modules, or with any
other good mono F.M. tuning section. A L.E.D.
beacon can be added to indicate when a stereo
signal is tuned in (3" x 2")

TERMS OF BUSINESS:

and similar work, SS.I40 offers
fantastic value for the price.

POWER
PACKS

De -luxe

SS.103

tions. Greatly used for P.A., disco

Stirling Sound

BASIC MODULES FOR BUILDING UP TO A STEREO TUNER -AMP
* POWER AMPS
SS.125

Resulting from research and
development, the Mk.3 version
of this most popular power amp.
now includes built-in output
capacitor with improved stability
under severest working condi-

NEW SHOWROOM

We have extended our premises
and opened up a new demonstratlon showroom. All welcome.

VAT at 12)% must be added to total value of order except for items marked
or (5%) when VAT is to be added at 5%. No VAT on overseas orders. POST
4, PACKING add 30p for UK orders unless marked otherwise. Minimum mail
order acceptable -£1 Overseas orders, add £1 for postage. Any difference

will be credited or charged. PRICES subject to alteration without notice.
AVAILABILITY All items available at time of going to press when every
effort is made to ensure correctness of Information.

Co Reg No 820919
222 224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFFONSEC ESSEX SSO 9DF.
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702)46344
CHEQUES/MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO 191.PRE-PAK LTD.
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£5 20*

£6.25*

Direct from the makers and obtainable only
from Bi-Pre-Pak Ltd. Stirling Sound prod ucts are designed by professional experts

and made in our own factory. They are
distributed exclusively through Si -Pre -Pak
Ltd.

=El

MIN MI NM MINI Ng

TO STIRLING SOUND (B/..PRE-PAK LTD.). 220/222 WEST
ROAD. WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SEW 9DF
Please send

I
I

for which I enclose £

Order your Stirling Sound products from

BI-PRE-PAK LTD

£3.75*
£4.15*
£4 60*

12V/1A
18W1A
24V/1A
34V/2A
45V/3A

Inc. V.A.T.
NAME
ADDRESS

I

EE

limaimsmm

mimosa

mm

ismos
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
BOOKS and PUBLICATIONS

Start your own business
printing pound notes
Printing pound notes? Well not quite -but "start
your own business rewinding electric motors"
could easily be your licence to make money In

500 COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capaci-

tors, Diodes, Transistors, Pots, Coils,
etc. Identified, formed leads, fall -out,
& surplus. Good value at £1.60. All

inclusive. (UK postal rates only). CWO
please to L. PENSENEY, E. Bankhead
Farm, South Queensferry, West
Lothian.

1976.

Lavishly Illustrated, this unique instruction
manual shows step by step how to rewind motors

working part or Lull time, without experience.
Everything you need to know easily explained,
Including where to obtain materiele, how to get
all the work you need, etc, etc,
A goldmine of Information and knowledge.
Only E365 plus 25p P&P. From: Magnum Publications Dept. EEC, BrinkswaY

Trading Estate, Drinksway, Stockport MO
el3Z

EDUCATIONAL

Oxon. Tel: 0491 35529.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, TV,
Tape Recorders, Stereo, etc., with free
fault-finding guide, 50p and SAE.
Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St.
Leonards. Sussex.
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES for
service sheets on Radio, TV, etc. 75p
plus s.a.e. Colour TV Service Manuals
on request. S.a.e with enquiries to
B.T.S. ,

190 Kings Road, Harrogate, N.

Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55886.

TAPETAL K

FOR SALE

TWO C60 Cassettes entitled

AKG DISK MIKES. New and boxed
£24. 'E' model £26 inc. VAT and

THE CLEVER WAY TO LEARN

TAPETALK, P.O. Box 00
Milton Keynes MK3

(n)

Manwood

(WOOD

House,

C&

WANTED EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
No. 1 to July '76. A. DYSCH, 42

Practical Radio
Courses Include FREE construction

'50

112

.541

89

.64
.75

1.04

Inclusive of P. & P. and VAT

S.A.E. brings Catalogue of copper and resistance

wires In MI coverings.
THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
P.O. Box 80 London E.4. OBW.

Street Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

Speakers, kits and

WANTED

Goadmans,

Baker, Ref, Slat,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.

Wolfreton Garth, Kirkella, Hull.

BACK
ISSUES
dated
November, December 1971, January,
March, May 1972 March, April, May
1973 and March 1976. Please write to

WANTED

Sand stamp for
f Pa* booklet "Chaos -

Ina a speaker"

Box No. 6.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

Dot. IS, Swan Works,

principles,

practice and
alignment with numerous illustra-

tion@ and diagrams. Other courses
for Radio & Audio Servicing,

Technical Training
Courses Include Electronic Techniclans, Computer Technicians,
Radio and Television Technicians
and many more.

E.

J.

STEELS,

Chelmsford, Essex.

382

Linnet Drive,

BINOCULAR MAGNIFIER
feRFRECSION =PUP WoRK-

Wylie for full details TODAY,

iP

London SW8 41.1J.
Telephone 01.022 0511 (all hours),

ingod lens Mount
dee alose.up work with

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS
FLOATLESS SWITCH. Contains 240 relay,

mains transformer, 24 and 8 volt, bridge rectifier,
2 transistor control circuit, neon, Perspex cover,

£215 GOO. NEONS 2040p MOO. COPPER

on"

70P, 8¢"x 91" 3-4145. All C.P. PANEL WITH

10 AMP SCR on heat sink, 11 silicon trap Istors
15C108, BCY72 etc. panel neon, 2 trImpota etc,

allp (Hp). C280 POLYESTER CAPS 100-41
(20o). Lint lap refund on purchase.
7Ibe assorted components E2.00 C.P.

WS RADIO
Cornfield Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL
Postage in brackets
Mall order only

lees eye strain & fatigue.
Lightweight adjustable
headband. Powerful optically ground lenses
from Continental glass went, Can be worn over normal glasses. An essential
aid in industry, Home, Workshop, Collecting,
Modelling, Jewellery, Watchmakers. Any fine work.
DE-LEXE MODELS with superior quality lens

£9.95

PLUS- hinged lens mount 21 a model 4695 + 76p
P& P 8 x model 41096 + 76p P & P

JOHN DUDLEY & 00. LTD., Dept. tuao,

Orioklewood Lane, Finagles Road, Louden.
EWE, Tel. 01-458 6917.
(Callers welcome).

STYLI & CARTRIDGES. For the best

at keenest prices send SAE for free

illus. list to FELSTEAD ELECTRONICS
(EE), Longley Lane, Gatley, Ches.
SK8 4EE.

RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES

Pentxdl, AA -94p. Sub 'C'--£1.113. 'C'£1.92. 'D' -E259. PP3-£4,48, Chargers
£4.48, £448, £4.98, £498, £3.98, respectively, Others. All prices include VAT,
add 10% post and package. S.a.e. for
price list plus 25p for information
booklet, SANDWELL PLANT LTD., 1
Denholm Road, Sutton Goldfield, West
Midlands. 021.354 9764.

RANDS FREE

V2 or 3z Modal with

ICS School of Electronics,
Dept. 7IW, Intertext House,

Tel. Wilmslow 291110

PACK OF ASSORTED PIECES, single

sided 1/161n copper clad laminate for
P.C. Boards, aparox 200 sq inches 70p
plus p. & p. 3p Cash
Cash with order to

'i. LEAVES RIR

CLAD P.C. BOARDS, 61" a Si" 0411p,

Swam,
Wilmslow, Cheshire 81(9 IRS

MISCELLANEOUS

Colour TV Servicing
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2.55

2oz

.11411

cabinets hie 13.1.Y.,
HI Pi, P.A., Disco,
etc. by EMI, Pane,

kits.

Covers

240

4oz

LOUDSPEAKERS

FRANCIS

phone 745693.

Course for Certificates In Telecoms
Technicians, Electrical installations,
Radio, T.V, and Electronics Tech.
nicians & Radio Amateurs.

2,40
2.45

46 ISSUES Everyday Electronics 1972
onwards. Any reasonable offer. -12
Norton Green, Sheffield, S8 8130. Tele-

a, J.
LTD.,

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
An ICS home study course will give
you the qualifications to Improve
your career prospects In electronics.
Exams

lib

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use

Matching 476.

Tel,: Milton Keynes (MEG) 77710

20-29
30-34
35-40

Matching Green. Harlow, Essex. Tel:

GREEN)

£1,44 plus 55p VAT/P. & P.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE

SWG
14-19

Solderoon IC socket pins for 8 to 40
pin DIL's. 50p for strip of 100 pins,
£1.50 for 3 strips of 100, £4 for 1000.
10p p&p for orders under £2. Add
8% VAT. Instructions supplied -send
sae for sample. SINTEL, 55e Aston

postage,

INTRODUCING ELECTRONICS

I.C.s, TTL. C/Mos, Linear, Capacitors,
Resistors (E12), SIL/Rectifiers, Diodes,
LED, Thyristors, Zeners, Voltage Reg,
DIL
Sockets,
Bridge
Rectifiers,
Potentiometers, Presets, Triacs, Diac,
Plugs, Sockets, Cable, Vero. Carefully
selected range, excellent despatch
service. Same day turn round. S.a.e.
list. ORCHARD ELECTRONICS, Flint
House, High Street, Wallingford,

Build your own Metal Detector

Professional BFO Klt, all aluminium and plastic
construction, Full kit and step by step Instruc-

tions, tried and tested circuit as used by the
manufacturers, G.P.O. approved, complete with
Faraday screen. Send ace. for details to
DETECTOR PRODUCTS,

Ma, King Street,
Blackburn, Lanes.
Tel: 02501

SUPERB INSTRUMENT CASES by
manufactured from heavy
people and industrial users are
choosing the cases they require from
our vast range, competitive prices
start at a low 75p. Over 400 Models
to choose from, Prompt despatch, Free
literature, (stamp would be appreelated) Bazelli, 'Department No. 24,
St. Wilfreds, Foundry Lane, Halton,
Lancaster LA2 6LT.
Bezel%

duty PVC faced steel. Hundreds of
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GIRO NO. 331 7056. Access and
Barclaycard accepted.

HOME SCIENTISTS

DENCO

The NEW Boffin catalogue lists LOTS
of HIGHLY UNUSUAL, LOW-COST

(CLACTON)
LIMITED

Get the key to a FANTASTIC WORLD of
previously UNHEARD -OF -PROJECTS.
BARGAINS, READY -BUILT MODULES.
Here are just a few examples, there are

stacks more!
Dazzling MINI -STROBE (pocket size)

a 50

14,20
54.20
14.20
Met DREAM LABORATORY
Don't take our word for it though!
PEOPLE DETECTOR
Big -Ear SOUND -CATCHER

C.W.O. only, Terms of business
as in our catalogue,
Export Order enquiries weleome
(£5 min.)
Official Orders accepted from
Educational & Government

Departments
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
AS APPROPRIATE AT 8% and 121%

Dept. E.E.

357-8-9 OLD RD.,
CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH

GET A COPY & SEE!
SEND ONLY 20p, and we'll RUSH YOU
A COPY (YOU'LL GET THE GOODIES'
JUST AS QUICKLY T001)

Our components are
chosen by technical

authors and con-

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 Cunliffe Road, Stoneleigh,
Ewell, Surrey
(Mall Order U.K. Only)

AND P & P

E. & O.E.

SHOP HOURS -9-12.30, 1.30-5 pin 5 DAYS
CLOSED WEDNESDAY
.

66 Pages -3000 Items Fully illustrated

*20p Credit Vouchers *Ali New Stock
106 Issue
*Satisfaction
Guarantee

structors throughout
the

*Discounts
*New Price

world for their

performance and reliability, every coil
being inspected twice

TREASURE TRACER

near spot-on alignment.

MK

General Catalogue showing full

Metal Locator
Varicap tuning

Britain's

best selling
locator kit; 4.000 sold

metal

Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with
Faraday shield

Speaker and earphone operation
Knocks down to only 17in

Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish
As seen on BBC1 and BSC2 TV

You only need soldering Iron,
screwdriver, pliers and snips

aas

Kit

Five transistor circuit
Send stamped addressed
envelope for leaflet

£12.50

Built & tested

£1710

Post 85p-£1.00 VAT (8%) Post 850-£1-90 VAT (8%)

MI NIKITS ELECTRONICS
6b CLEVELAND ROAD.
(Mail order only)
LONDON, E102AN

/Resistors
Capacitors
Semiconductors
Boxes Cases Kite 4PC materials eels - Test Meters oaks Pots - Coils ardware - Audio

4Oa15 p0

plus a final test and

product range 32p. Overseas Customers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid,

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANUFACTURERS/STOCKISTS
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Australian Readers Please NoteOur Complete Range of Coils are
available from Hobipak, Box 224,
Carlton,

South

3053,

Victoria,

Australia and Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.
Box 392.

Accessories
onnectors - Veroboard
ransformars - Screws nobs - Calculators Audio - Modules - Audio

cads Batteries Heatelnks
SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (CARBON FILM

5%) (Prices include post & packing)
10E12 1W or #-)N KIT: 10 of each E12 value, 22
ohms-IM, a total of 570 £5.04 net

25E12,1W or IW KIT:25 of each E12 value, 22 ohms

-IM, a total of 1425 £11.70 net

SPECIAL CAPACITOR KITS

C280 Kit-PC Mounting polyester 250V 5 or each
value: 001, 0-022, 0047, 0.1, 0.22AF, 2 of 0.47,110

E1 81 net
C296 Kit-Tubular polyester, 400V 5 of each value:
0.01, 0022, 0.047, 0.1, 0.224F, 2 of 0- 47AFE.2 -43 net

Ceramic Kit'-square plaque 50V 5 of each value:
22, 33, 47, 100, 220, 330, 470, 1000pF, 2200, 4700p F,

0.1AF £1 .71 net

250V Paper Kit-Tubular metal case 3 of each

ELEETFE1111141
BUILD, DISMANTLE
AND REBUILD OVER
100 DIFFERENT

£16.95

+ V.A.T. £1'38

Solve your communica-

tion problems with this

4 -Station Transistor Intercom system (1 master and

3 Subs), in robust plastic cabinets for desk or wall
mounting. Call/talk/listen from Master to Subs and
Subs to Master. Ideally suitable for Business, Surgery, Schools, Hospitals and Office. Operates
on one 9V battery. On/off switch. Volume control
Complete with 3 connecting wires each 66ft. and
other secessoriee. P. & P. 85p.

MAINS INTERCOM NEW MODEL

No batteries-no wires. Just plug in the mains
for instant twoway, loud and clear communication.
On off switch and volume control. Price £2924
per pair P.& P. 55p.

PROJECTS AND
DESIGN NEW
CIRCUITS. TOO
Transmitters,
and
Radio Receivers
Telephone Amplifiers, Time Buzzers,
Battery Checkers, Computer Circuits,
Transmitters,
Directional
Amplifiers,
Metal Detectors, Continuity Testers,
Electronics Birds, Guns, Metronomes,

Sirens, Roulette, Etc., Etc. ALL IN ONE

KIT

.`.

educational kits of
exceptional quality"
.

.

(AUDIO mag.)

"... worthwhile .. . good
value for money"

(EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS mag.)

Educational manuals included

95
VAT 41.04
12

Latest transistorised Telephone Amnia's, with
detached plug-in speaker. Placing the receiver on

to the cradle activates a switch for immediate

two-way conversation without holding the handset.

Many people can listen at a time. Increase efficiency
In office, shop, workshop. Perfect for "conference"
calls: leaves the user's hands free to make notes,

with each kit. No previous
experience required. Suitable for

value: 0-05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1/1E1E1 -ES net

500V Paper Kit-Tubular metal case 3 of each
value: 0-025. 0'05;01, 0.025, 0.51-W £t-29 net

1000V Paper Kit-Tubular metal case 3 of each
value: 0.01, 0-025,0-05, 0.1/xF 0.50 net

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.
MULTIMETER U4323

22 Ranges

plus AF/iF Oscillator

20,0000/Volt.
Vdc-0- 5-1000V in 7 ranges.
Vac -2.5-1000V In 6 ranges.
1de-0-05-500mA in 5 ranges.

Resistance -50-1M C in 4
ranges.

Accuracy -5% of F.S.D.
OSCILLATOR -1 KHz and
465KHz (A, M.) at approx. 1 Volt
Size -160x97 x 40mm.
Supplied complete with carrying
case, test leads and battery.
PRICE £10-70 net

04323

MULTIMETER 04324
34 Ranges. High Sensitivity.

20,000 0/Volt.
Vdc-O -6-1200V in 9 ranges.

Vac -3-900V in 8 ranges.
Idc-0 -06-3A in 6 ranges.
lac -0-3-3A in 5 ranges.
Resistance -25 0-5M 0 in 5 ranges.
Accuracy-dc and R-2+% of F.S.D.
ac and db-4% of F.S.D.
Size -167 x 98 x 63mm.

Supplied complete with storage case,
test leads, spare diode and battery.
PRICE 812-47 net

U4324

beginners and experts too.

TEACH -IN SERIES COMPONENT KIT
KIT No. T12

100 project kit £19.60
45 project kit £15.60
25 project kit £12.10
(Add-on kits available too)

ALL COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY E.E.

Prices include Manuals,
Batteries, VAT and p and p

consult files. No long waiting, eaves time with
long-distance calls. On/Off switch, volume. Direct
tape recording model at 813-95 + VAT £1.12

Cheque/P.O. (or 1/p for illustrated literature) to DEPT. EE

P. & P. 70p, 10 -day price refund guarantee.
WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (E.E.8)
189 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W8

ELEcTROMI-KIT LTD, 408 St. John's Street,
London, EC 1.101-278 4579)

Sant.., -non

FULLY GUARANTEED AND NEW STOCK
(INCLUDES BATTERIES)

416.10 NET

WOOD KIT
includes all wood as specified by E.E., cut to
size, ready to assemble and includes adhesive
ens screws. (Not drilled)
53.75 NET
FULL LIST AVAILABLE. S.A.E. PLEASE OR
FREE WITH CATALOGUE
(E. E.) LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS CENTRE'
SI NORTH STREET, LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
LU7 7EG. Tel: Leighton Buzzard 2316 (Std. Code
05253).

.
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CRESCENT RADIO Ltd.
164-166 HIGH ROAD LONDON N22 6EJ
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, Edmonton, N.9

ml E
Capacitive discharge

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace Wood Green
London N22 4SJ Phone 888 3206 & MAIL ORDER 888-4474
CABLELESS SOLDERING

POWER PACKS

IRON WAHL "ISO -TIP"

Ng Switched 3, 4}, 6, 7f, 9 and 12
volt i 500 mia, with on/off
switch and pilot light.
Size = 130 mm x 55 mm x 75 mm

electronics ignition kit

* Completely Portable
* Solders up to 150 joints per charge
* Re -charges M its own stand
* Fine tip for all types of soldering
* Only 8" long and weighs just 6 ozs.

ONLY =

PPS

Car converter. From 12v Poe. or
Neg to = 641-9 volt. Easy to fit
and transistor regulated.
iN90 each.

Our Price 2915. Plus 8% VAT
(Spare bits are available)

Plus 8% VAT

ALUMINIUM BOXES

Metal Project Boxes give your work a

P.C. ETCHING KIT

This kit contains all that the constructor
will need to etch the circuits of his own
design.

Contents-Plastic etching dish. Sample
copper clad board. Laminate Cutter.
1 lb Ferric Chloride. Large Plastic
Spoon. Etch Resist Pen. Full Etching
Instructions.
Complete and Big Kit Value at 88.75p
+ 8% VAT.

Smoother running
Instant all-weather starting
Continual peak performance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved acceleration/top speeds

Ei

A138

42f

11

AB

4

ABI9 O

4

AB11
AB12
AB13
AB14

4

65p + PP + 8% per lb.

tin. PANEL METERS

* Up to 20% better fuel consumption
Sparkrite Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable"
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Spark rite circuit it completely
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
contact breaker bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the

0.50V

0.5mA -W1E10

U.K. CARR.
50p unless otherwise
stated

54p
45p
89p

1

21

2

2

1

4
5

2

66p
79p
51.08

2}

2}"

408

ohm

ohm

60p
(109

+ 121%

-111E16

0.300V a.c.-ME17
8 meter -ME18
V.U. meter -54E19

0.10mA-MEll
0.60mA-MB12
£3 -I- 8%

5f

2f" 80 ohm 60p

31E6

0.1mA -1,1E9

45p
45p

1

MINI LOUDSPEAKERS

Size 59num x 46mm
0.100mA-ME13
01.001.tA -ME7
0.600mA-ME14
0.500AA -11E8
0.1A
-311115
0.50µA

a

3
6
7

Price

If

4

AB16
10
7
3
51-85
AB17
10
41
8
8.1.011
AB18
12
5
8
5140
AB19
12
8
8
51.50
All size are approx and in inches.
Plus 8% VAT

FERRIC CHLORIDE

Anyhydrous ferric -chloride in double
sealed one pound Poly packs.
OUR PRICE

professional finish.
L
W
AB7
5f

000DMANS CROSSOVER
3

way 8

ohm

Crossover

manufactured by Goodman.
Bargain at £1 + 121%.

All prices are excluding VAT. Please

add to each item the VAT rate indicated to all orders

current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with
new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Sparkrite
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of
blowing the transistors or the SCRi (Most capacitive discharge ignitions
are not completely foolproof -in this respect). All kits fit vehicles with

ELECTROVALUE

coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready
drilled base and heat -sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and components, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts,
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions.

the good components service

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

COMPLETE YOUR TEACH -IN WITH E.V.
To ensure success and progress, learn above all
to use components you can depend on and buy
from a firm that really knows the business
All electronic components for the E.E. Teach In

Electronic/conventional ignition switch.
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc., and will
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device, includes:
switch connectors, mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.
Also available RPM limiting control for dashboard mounting
(fitted in case on ready built unit).

POST PAID (UK) AND INC. VAT £14.25 NETT

CALLERS WELCOME. For Crypfon tuning and fitting service 'phone (09221 33008.

CATALOGUE 8 NOW ISSUE No. 2

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING.

With our first printing sold out, Cat. 8. No. 2 is now ready,
revised and brought up to date on prices, etc. 144.pages. New
items. Opto-electronics, Diagrams of Components, applications,
I.C. circuits, etc. Post free 40p, including voucher for 40p for
spending on order over £5 list value.

Improve performance&economyNOW
111.111111.1

poST TOO"

DISCOUNTS
410ek laSteetiOlf
ftemighemodifleartion

j

co/

On all C.W.O. mall orders, except for some items marked NETT.
on orders list value
1 11 0/ on orders list value
13 /0 £10 or more
1
0 £15 or more

FREE POST & PACKING

maked

On all C.W.O. mail orders in U.K. over £2 list value. If under,

Electronics Design Associates, DEPT EE8
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 33652
Name
Address
Mk. 2 DIY Ass. Kit @ £11.80

I enclose cheque/PO's

fore

Mk. 2 Ready Built Negative Earth 0 £14.97
Mk. 2 Ready Built Positive Earth P £14.97.

Cheque No.

add 15p handling charge.

PRICE STABILIZATION POLICY

Prices are held and then reviewed over minimum periods of
3 months-Next price review due July 1st,

QUALITY GUARANTEE

On everything in our Catalogue-No manufacturer's rejects,
seconds or sub -standards merchandise.

ELECTROVALUE LTD
All communications to.Dent

Ignition Changeover switches 0 £4.30
R.P.M. Limit systems in above units @ £2.42

II

Send SAE if brochure
only required.

28 ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD
GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OHB. Telephone Egham.3603, Telex
284475. Shop hours 9-5.30 daily, 9-1 pm Sas.

NORTHERN BRANCH: 680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester
M19 1NA. Telephone (061) 432 4945. Shop hours Daily 9-5.30 pm; 9-1 pm Sats.

Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway Rouse, Farringdon St., London EC4 4AD. Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd., Dunstable,
Beds. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (AfSia) Ltd. South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the following conditions,
namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling
price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to V.A.T., and that it shall not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in
any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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"I MADE IT MYSELF"

Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a
modern radio you made yourself.

30,000
ALREADY

Texan Amplifier as

What a wonderful way to learn-and pave the way to a

* Can be
by stage

Ask for
leaflet 5.
*,Everything
supplied.
Full after

with 6 IC's, 10 transistors, 6 rectifiers and zener diodes. Plus
stabilisied, protected circuitry, glass fib pcb; Gardeners
low -field low -line mains transformer ;all facilities and
controls. Slim design, chassis 14a" 56" x 2" overall. 20 watts
per channel HMS, less than 0.1% distortion at 1 kHz.

sales
service and
guarantees.

0

inc. VAT+ 50p p&p

Built and tested £28.50 inc. VAT
+50p p&p.
Build the matching Texan stereo tuner !
Features advanced varicap tuning. Phase
lock loop decoder. Professionally
designed circuit. Everything you need is
in the kit. From the glass fibre pcb to the
cabinet itself. Excellent spec: 2.5 uV
aerial sensitivity. 500 my output
(adjustable). Tuning range 87-102
MHz. Mains powered.

An up-to-thepminute game.

Plugs into your
TVwaearyta!socket.
Switch on. And
Zhb000lsee your
game - football, ' tennis
Absolutely
h. Your children.And

THE NATURAL FOLLOW-ON

you
ns powered. List Price 842r
.50

HENRY'S PRICE

E25.00
inc.VAT+50pp&p

*OVER 10,0 00
ALREADY SOLD

* IDEAL GIFT

ILLUMINATED NUMERALS

A.G. MAINS SIZE 61x 2rx

All you have to do is make a

ou've got a (24.00 Digital lin

Also tram Henry's MISTRAL DIGITAL

CLOCK KIT £11.50

VAT 30p pap

becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because opportunities -in the field of Radio and

Yes! Faster than you can imagine,

you pick up the technical know
how you need. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you how

to read circuits-assemble components - build things - experi-

course.

AT NO EXTRA

cart/pack.

POST

Iffehisw

LONDON W2:404/6 Edgware Road. Tel. 01-402 8381

Please Note.
MAIL ORDER

LONDON W1: 231 Tottenham Ct Rd.,Tel: 01-636 6681 DUSTovos

*NOTTINGHAM: 94/96 Upper Parliament St. Tel: (0602) 40403
VAT. DOWN
*READING, BERKS: 130/131 Friar Street. Tel: (0734) 583230 FfErtAys
CRE

CROYDON: 110 North End. Tel: 01-681 3310

*NEW
TORES

L

you. Step by step, in simple easy to -understand language, you pick

up the secrets of radio and elec-

millions, who don't understand.
And you could pave the way to a
great new career, to add to the
thrill and pride you receive when

is

a. course

anyone can afford. (You can even
pa, for it by easy instalments).

All mail to: Henry's Radio
303 Edgware Rd.London W2

now, no matter what your background or education, we'll teach

No soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.

CHARGE! And this

50p , 20p

No matter how little you know

tronics.
You become somebody who makes

the

LATEST
ELECTRONIC
CATALOGUE

So fast, so easy,

this personalised course
will teach you even if
you don't know a thing
today!

Electronics are growing faster than
they can find people to fill the jobs!

tile Multimeter that we teach you
how to use. All included in

HENRY'S

INC. V.A.T. and PAP

learn this way. Because learning

ment. You enjoy every minute of it!
You get everything you need.
Tools. Components. Even a versa-

SILENT RUNNING LARGE

LOTS OF 3 E115.50

You build a modern Transistor
. a Burglar Alarm. You
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoymaking things with your own
hands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to

VIDEO SPORT

ET).50

page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!
Radio .

necessary

Look at the Texan specification
Incorporating fully integrated stereo preamp and power amp,

career! No dreary ploughing through

new, better -paid

built Stage
PRICE£41 N2C0.0V,Ar: v+A rE:1 c.0000p&p

Build the Texan stereo amplifier, then you can be
doubly proud! Fora start, you'll own a superb home
entertainment unit. And have had all the pleasure of
doing it yourself, with the Henry's kit.

TEXAN FM
TUNER KIT

Practical lessons teach you sooner
than you would dream possible.

featured by PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS - HENRY'S

5001e6voreAtro*
£32 KITBlt

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your
own modern transistor radio!

TODAY FOR

FREE BOOK

things, not just another of the

you look at what you have
achieved. Within weeks you could

hOld in your hand your own transistor radio. And after the course

you can go on to acquire high-

powered technical qualifications,
because our famous courses go
right up to City & Guilds levels.

Send now for FREE
44 page book - see how
easy it is - read what
others say!
Find out more now! This is

the

gateway to a thrilling new career,
or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy
for years. Send the coupon now.
There's no obligation.

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE
DEPT. CEE 20 READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5EJ. Tel; 01-628 2721.

Yes, I'd like to know more about your course. Please send

me free details-plus your big, 44 page book that tells
about all your courses.
NAME

ADDRESS

OVERPAYMENTS
DITANY

POSTCODE

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Make it with

MAPLIN!

We stock all the parts for this brilliantly
designed synthesiser, including all the
PCB's, metalwork and a drilled and
printed front panel, giving a superb professional finish. Opinions of
authority agree the ETI International Synthesiser is technically superior
to most of today: models. Complete construction details in our booklet

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

WIDE PANGH/161/0114LITY-WITIVIef

now available price £1.50, or send SAE for specification.

A really superior high. quality

BUILD IT VU URSE IF ...

stereo graphic equalizer featuring

9 octaves per channel. We stock
all the parts (except woodwork) including the metalwork
drilled and printed. ISp brings you a reprint of the article.

IN STAGES
Get started with a 49 note instru-

ment - ftlatures tremulant and
reverberation. Ideal to learn on.

decay controls (normally found

Leaflet MES 51. Price 15p gives
full details to build this complete

on each keyboard, up to 70

instrument.

Fully controllable attack and

only on the most expensive
organs), up to seven footages
controls

Extend the range of MES 51 by
adding another keyboard and
several new tone colours. Leaflet
MES 52. Price 15p also shows how
to use 61 note keyboards.

and

a

including
13

note

ONLY

drawbars,
pedalboard,

make up the additions described in the step-by-step 32
page instruction
53. Price 35p.

*60

um VAT

P/P

leaflet MES

This

is a fully constructed and tested
electronic clock module as illustrated.
Data sheet supplied. Simple to connect
to alarm and your battery/mains radio. Smart case available.

Data sheet available separately. Please send SAE.

Bright 4 Digit 0.5" Display

Sleep Timer
Snooze Timer
Time can be set accurately to
within one second
Leading Zero Blanking

Flashing Colon I1Hz/
Switch for Display Seconds
Alarm Set Indicator

Automatic voice operated fader
Belt drive turntables

Monitor facilities

P.M. Indicator
Power Failure Indicator

iHeadphones and VU meters)

Full construction details to be
published in Electronics Today
plus many other advantages..
International on sale August.
Send for our leaflet MIS 41 giving full dated, to, construction
Price 202. Soon you'll be the Deelay everyone wants at their party,
Sound operated light show -

SIMPLE ALARM KIT - £9.38
ALARM CLOCK KIT - E10.99.
ALARM CLOCK & RADIO CONTROLLER KIT - £11.51.
SMART PLASTIC CASE with fully punched chassis - £2.49

Get our filiallOar
NE14/1977178 CATALOGUE

Please send SAE to, our Clock data sheet.

r
1

RE NE MB MI

1976). Only if

I
am completely satisfied that it
send 50p within
14 days of receipt. If am not satisfied
may
return the catalogue to you within '14 das
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